
CHAPTER IITOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSCold and warm ocean currents (for instance, the Gulf Stream) determine the climateof continents beyond the reach of human intervention. The power of the currents inu-ence is due to their permanentness and stability. In this chapter we are going to studythe corresponding idealized model of steady ows of an incompressible uid. Such owsare stationary solutions of the Euler equation, and they have very peculiar topology andexistence conditions. They often turn out to be \attractors" in phase space of the viscousNavier{Stokes equation. In this case the structure of such owsmight give an \approximatepicture" of an arbitrary uid motion after a long period of time.x1. Classi�cation of three-dimensional steady ows1.A. Stationary Euler solutions and Bernoulli functions. In this chapter we willbe dealing with solutions of the Euler equation that do not depend on time.Definition 1.1. An ideal steady (or stationary) incompressible uid ow v(x) in adomainM � Rn is a divergence-free solution ( div v = 0) of the stationary Euler equation0 = �(v;r)v �rp ;for some pressure function p on M .The same equation in the form �rvv �rp = 0 for a velocity �eld satisfying Lv� = 0is valid for an arbitrary n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with measure �.For the three-dimensional case (n = 3), a virtually complete description of analyticstationary ows is given by the following theorem:Theorem 1.2 [Arn3,4,16]. Assume that the region M � R3 is bounded by a compactanalytic surface, and that the �eld of velocities is analytic and not everywhere collinearwith its curl. Then the region of the ow can be partitioned by an analytic submanifoldinto a �nite number of cells, in each of which the ow is constructed in a standard way.Namely, the cells are of two types: those �bered into tori invariant under the ow andthose �bered into surfaces invariant under the ow, di�eomorphic to the annulus R� S1Typeset by AMS-TEX73



74 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWS(see Fig.9). On each of these tori the ow lines are either all closed or all dense, and oneach annulus all ow lines are closed.
(a) (b)Figure 9. Regions of a steady ow �bered (a) into tori and (b) intoannuli.The stationary Euler equation (v;r)v = �rp in M � R3 can be rewritten asv � curl v = r�for the function � = p+ kvk22 .Definition 1.3. The function � : M ! R de�ned by the relation v � curl v = r�(modulo an additive constant) is called the Bernoulli function of the steady ow v.By the very de�nition, the velocity �eld v, as well as the vorticity �eld curl v, is tangentto the level surfaces of the Bernoulli function �. In other words, � is the �rst integral ofthe ow de�ned by the �eld v in the domain M .Note that the stationary three-dimensional Navier{Stokes equation (describing a viscousincompressible uid) generically does not admit any nontrivial �rst integrals [Ko3].Remark 1.4. In invariant terms the stationary Euler equationLvu = �dpis equivalent to ivdu+ divu = �dp , or to the equationivdu = �d� for � = p+ivu:The invariance of � (i.e., Lv� = 0) follows from the relation ivd� = 0.



x1. CLASSIFICATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS 75Note that the condition v � curl v = r� in R3 can be reformulated in a form valid forany manifold M : The vector �elds v and curl v commute ( fv; curl vg � 0 ). To verifythis for a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold M , one employs the following formulaof vector calculus:(1:1) curl (� � �) = f�; �g+ � (div �) � � (div �)on any three-dimensional Riemannian manifold. (Here (� � �) is the vector �eld dual tothe 1-form i�i�� on M : (i�i��)� = �(�; �; �) = (� � �; �).) By taking vorticity of bothsides of v � curl v = grad �; we obtain fv; curl vg � 0:The classi�cation theorem above relies on the following observation about the structureof �-level surfaces for a three-dimensional manifold M .Proposition 1.5. Every noncritical level surface of � that does not intersect the bound-ary of M3 is di�eomorphic to a torus. For appropriate variables ('1; '2 j mod 2�) andz in a neighborhood of such a torus both �elds v and � = curl v have constant componentsv = v1(z) @@'1 + v2(z) @@'2 ; � = curl v = �1(z) @@'1 + �2(z) @@'2 ;along the torus with angular coordinates ('1; '2), while z indexes the tori.The coordinates '1; '2; z are analogues of the action-angle variables of classical me-chanics. The theorem means, in particular, that the �eld lines of both v and curl v lieon the tori � = const. These lines on a given torus are either closed (if the ratio of thefrequencies v2=v1 for the �eld v, resp. �2=�1 for the �eld � = curl v, is rational) or dense.The proof is given in Section 1.B.Remark 1.6. In the case of � � const (all �-levels are critical), the �elds v and curlv are collinear at each point (v � curl v � 0). Such �elds are called force-free �elds inmagnetohydrodynamics.If a force-free �eld v is nowhere zero, then curl v = { � v, where the \ratio" { :M ! Ris a smooth function. The function { is a �rst integral of the �eld v (as well as of the�eld curl v). Indeed, 0 � div (curl v) = div { � v = (grad {; v). Hence, every connectedcomponent of a nonsingular level surface of { is a torus, since such a surface is orientedand it admits a nonvanishing tangent vector �eld v (the same reasoning is used in the proofof Proposition 1.5, see Section 1.B). The �eld lines of v are windings on these tori (in thecorresponding coordinates '1; '2; z, the frequency ratios _'1= _'2 = �(z) will be constantalong the �eld lines of v). Therefore, even in the case of a force-free �eld the �eld lines lie



76 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSon two-dimensional tori, provided that the �eld does not have zeros and the function { isnot constant.A force-free �eld v with curl v = �v, where � is a constant (i.e., an eigen�eld v of thecurl operator), can have a much more complicated topology.Definition 1.7. The eigen�elds of the operator \curl" are called Beltrami �elds.Corollary 1.8. If a steady analytic ow has a trajectory that is not contained in anyanalytic (singular) surface, then the ow is de�ned by a Beltrami �eld.Indeed, non-Beltrami ows enjoy a �rst integral (either the Bernoulli function � or theratio function {).Example 1.9. On the three-dimensional torus f(x; y; z) j mod 2�g, a family of Bel-trami �elds is given by the so-called ABC ows8><>: vx = A sin z + C cos y;vy = B sinx +A cos z;vz = C siny +B cosx:The divergence-free vector �elds of this three-parameter family are eigen for the vor-ticity operator curl v = v. The ABC ows have been discovered by Gromeka in 1881,rediscovered by Beltrami in 1889, and proposed for study in the present context in [Arn4,Chi1] (see the references and details in [VasO]).When one of the parameters A;B; or C vanishes, the ow is integrable (Fig.10). Pertur-bation techniques used in the near-integrable cases allows one to predict strong resonances(see discussion and results of numerical simulations in [Dom]). For such perturbationssome tori �lled out by �eld lines (magnetic surfaces) persist (see, e.g., [AKN]), whereasothers are disrupted, leading to regions with chaotic behavior of trajectories. There is nu-merical evidence that certain trajectories densely �ll three-dimensional domains (Fig.11).In particular, the search for integrable cases, carried out in [Dom] by studying complex-time singularities of �eld trajectories, showed (numerically) the absence of integrabilityfor ABC 6= 0. For the case A = p3; B = p2; C = p1 see [Hen], while the more generalsituation was treated in [Dom]. The absence of meromorphic integrals for generic ABCows with A = B and for the ABC ows with 0 6= A 6= B 6= 0 and small C 6= 0 has beenproven by Ziglin [Zig2].A similar study of �eld symmetries and of the mutual location of stagnation points foran analogue of the ABC ow in a three-dimensional ball can be found in [Zhel].
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Figure 11. A typical Poincar�e section for the ABC ows (A2 = 1,B2 = 23 ; and C2 = 13 ). Some �eld lines seem to �ll three-dimensionalregions ([Hen] or [Dom]).



78 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSNote that if the �eld v satisfying curl v = { �v is not divergence free, then the topologicalproperties of its trajectories are di�erent from those discussed here: The ow is genericallynonintegrable even for a nonconstant function { :M ! R (see [MYZ]).1.B. Structural theorems. We �rst prove a smooth analogue of (real-analytic) The-orem 1.2 for a closed manifold.Let � be the Bernoulli function for a steady ow v on an orientable 3-dimensionalmanifoldM without boundary. Denote by � �M the preimage of the critical values of �.Theorem 1.10 (=1.50). Every connected component of the setMn� is �bered into two-dimensional tori invariant under the ow of v. The motion on each torus is quasiperiodic(the �eld lines are either all closed or all dense).Proof. The function � is the �rst integral for the vector �elds v and � := curl v. Sincethese �elds commute, their ows give rise to an R2-action on every level surface of �. Eachnoncritical �-level is a smooth closed surface, and hence it is a torus or a Klein bottle. (Inother words, the Euler characteristic of any noncritical �-level is zero: If r� 6= 0, then thevelocity �eld v provides an example of a tangent vector �eld nonvanishing on the surface.)Furthermore, this surface is cooriented by r�. As a result, we see that the surface isorientable; i.e., it is a torus.On each �-level the ow of � acts transitively on integral curves of v, and thus the latterare either all closed or all dense in the level surface. In the coordinates on a torus in whichthe R2-action is given by linear translations, the �elds v and curl v become the vector�elds with constant coe�cients. �We now turn to the real-analytic theorem (we follow the exposition in [GK2]).Definition 1.11. A subset of a real analytic manifold is called semianalytic if locallyit may be de�ned by a �nite number of real-analytic equations and inequalities.We will need certain properties of such sets summarized in the followingLemma 1.12. LetM and N be compact connected real-analytic manifolds (possibly withboundary) and f :M ! N a real-analytic map. Then(i) Any semianalytic subset X of M divides M into a �nite number of connectedcomponents.(ii) The image f(X) is a semianalytic subset of N , provided that dimN � 2.(iii) Assume that the rank of f is equal to dimN at at least one point of M , andY is a nowhere dense semianalytic subset of N . Then the preimage f�1(Y ) issemianalytic and nowhere dense in M .



x1. CLASSIFICATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS 79Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) are classical results due to Lojasiewicz [Loj]. To prove(iii) consider the set K of critical points of f . The set f�1(Y )\ (M nK) is nowhere densebecause the restriction of f to M nK is a submersion. Since rankf = dimN somewhereon M , the set K is, in turn, nowhere dense in M . Thus f�1(Y ) is nowhere dense, for it isthe union of two sets, each of which is nowhere dense. It is clear by de�nition that f�1(Y )is semianalytic. �Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose �rst thatM is a connected manifold without bound-ary (@M = ;). Assume also that all the data (the volume form, the metric, and the velocity�eld v) are real-analytic. In this case one claims that U = M n � has a �nite number ofconnected components, and each of them is �bered into two-dimensional tori invariantunder the ow.Indeed, under the hypothesis of the theorem, the map � : M ! R is analytic, and wecan take f = �. As above, let K be the critical set of �. Then �(K) is semianalytic by (ii)and nowhere dense by the Sard lemma. Therefore by (iii), � = ��1 (�(K)) is semianalyticand nowhere dense in M . Applying (i) to X = �, we see that U is dense in M , and U hasa �nite number of connected components.To complete the proof for M without boundary, it su�ces to apply Theorem 1.10.Consider now the case of M with boundary (@M 6= ;). Again, let K be the criticalset of � and C the critical set of � j@M . As above, the union Y of the sets �(K) and�(C) is a semianalytic set nowhere dense in R2. Therefore, � = ��1(Y ) is nowhere dense,semianalytic, and invariant with respect to the ow.Although we may not have an R2-action now, since M is a manifold with boundary, wedo have a local R2-action on M n @M . Furthermore, the maps � jU and � j@M\U are stillproper submersions onto their images. Consider the orbit Ox through a point x 2 U ofthe local R2-action. The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.10 shows that Ox iseither a torus or an annulus. In the former case the integral curves of v are all closed orall dense on Ox. Observe that L = Ox \ @M is invariant under the ow of v, and thus Oxis an annulus if and only if it meets @M . By the de�nition of U , the �eld � is transversalto @M along L. This implies that L is the union of two closed integral curves of v. Sincewe have a locally well-de�ned R2-action, all the v-streamlines on Ox must be closed.Let U0 be a connected component of U . The orbits Ox; x 2 U0, are either all tori orall annuli. Indeed, for all x 2 U the levels Fx = ��1 (�(x)) are transversal to @M , andhence the connected components Ox of Fx are di�eomorphic to each other for all x 2 U0.Theorem 1.2 is proved. �



80 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSx2. Variational principles for steady solutionsand applications to two-dimensional ows2.A. Minimization of the energy. Consider the following variational problem (whicha priori is not related to the stationary Euler solutions). Let M be a three-dimensionalclosed Riemannian manifold equipped with a volume form �, and � a divergence-free vector�eld on M . The energy of the �eld is the integralE = 12h�; �i = 12 ZM (�; �) �:Problem 2.1. Find the minimum energy and the extremals among all �elds obtainedfrom a given �eld � by the action of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of the manifoldM .Here the action of a volume-preserving di�eomorphism g : M ! M associates to adivergence-free �eld � onM another divergence-free �eld g�� such that the ux of the �eld� across any surface � is equal to the ux of g�� across g(�). In other words, the �eld isfrozen into an incompressible uid �lling M : The vector �eld can be thought of as drawnon the elements of the uid and expanding as these elements expand.In the case of the manifold M with boundary @M , the �eld � is assumed to be tangentto @M , and the di�eomorphisms send the boundary @M into itself.In the next chapter we will be concerned with the energy minimumand explicit estimateson it in terms of the �eld topology. Here we deal exclusively with the topology of theextremal �elds.Theorem 2.2 (see, e.g., [Arn9]). The extremals of the problem stated above are thedivergence-free vector �elds that commute with their vorticities. In particular, they coincidewith the steady Euler ows in M .Proof. Let � be any divergence-free �eld onM . The variation �� of a �eld � under thein�nitesimal di�eomorphism de�ned by � is given by the Lie bracket �� = [�; �] = f�; �g(in the coordinate form the Poisson bracket of the vector �elds � and � is f�; �g = (�;r)��(�;r)�).Consequently, the variation of the energy is �E = h�; ��i = h�; f�; �gi. Assume that thevector �eld � is extremal for the energy functional.By formula (1.1) | curl (� � �) = f�; �g + � (div �) � � (div �) | which is valid onany three-dimensional Riemannian manifold, and by the divergence-free property for the�elds � and �, one can rewrite the energy variation at the extremal �eld � as0 = �E = h�; curl (� � �)i = hcurl �; (� � �)i = h�; (� � curl �)i:



x2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR STEADY SOLUTIONS 81Since � is divergence free, the cross product � � curl � is orthogonal to all divergence-free�elds. Therefore, it is a gradient: � � curl � = grad �, whence, by taking the curl of bothsides we obtain f�; curl �g � 0, as required. �Remark 2.3. In the case of a two-dimensional manifold M , we obtain the equationru�r�u � 0on the stream function u of the extremal �eld � = grad u. This equation says that thegradient of the extremal function is collinear with that of its Laplacian (see Section 2.C).The above result is valid not only for smooth vector �elds �, but it holds also in aweaker form of the integral identity h�; (� � curl �)i = 0, provided that a minimizer �exists. Note that existence of smooth and nonsmooth extremals in this problem is a verysubtle question. We refer to [Bur, ATL] (see also Sections 2 and 6 below) for existencetheorems (of, generally speaking, nonsmooth minimizers) in the two-dimensional case. Fordimension greater than 2, there is no proof that the extremals exist except for certainpartial results (cf. [L-A, LS4, Vai, GK2]).Remark 2.4. A similar calculation leads to the following expression for the secondvariation of the energy:�2E = hf�; �g; f�; �gi+ hf�; �g; ((curl �) � �)i;where � is an extremal �eld whose �rst and second variations are given by the Taylorformula(2:1) �(") = � + "f�; �g+ "22 ff�; �g; �g+ � � � ; "! 0;in terms of a divergence-free vector �eld �.Remark 2.5. The Taylor series (2.1) for �(") is obtained while solving the ordinarydi�erential equation on �(t), d�(t)dt = f�(t); �g;by substituting the series �(t) = � + t�1 + t22! �2 + ::::The �eld �(") is obtained from � by the action of the phase ow transformation of �corresponding to a small time interval ".



82 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSAll the �elds that can be obtained from � by the action of volume-preserving di�eomor-phisms form a submanifold in the vector space of all divergence-free vector �elds, that is,the orbit of the point �. The tangent a�ne subspace to this \smooth" submanifold at thepoint � is formed by the vectors � + f�; �g with arbitrary divergence-free �'s.To calculate the second di�erential of a function on a submanifold of a vector spaceat a point it is not enough to calculate the second di�erential of the restriction of thefunction to the a�ne subspace tangent to the submanifold at this point. The genuinesecond di�erential of the restriction of the function to the submanifold and the seconddi�erential of the restriction of the same function to the a�ne tangent space at a criticalpoint (of the function restriction to this submanifold) are two di�erent quadratic forms onthe tangent space. (Here we consider the tangent space as the vector space centered at thecritical point.)Formula (2.1) de�nes the mapping of a domain of \small" vector �elds "� to the orbitof the �eld �. The energy of the image �eld, considered as a function of the �eld "�, is thefunctional on the vector space of divergence-free vector �elds f "� g.The �rst variation of this functional vanishes if � is a critical point of the restrictionof the energy to the orbit. Its second variation �2E is given by the above formula (as aquadratic form of "�).Proposition 2.6. If � is a critical point of the restriction of the energy to the subman-ifold, the value of the second variation quadratic form depends only on the tangent vector� = f�; "�g, and it does not depend on the particular choice of the �eld �.Proof. We can replace � by a �eld � + u where f�; ug = 0 (otherwise � wouldchange). The contribution of u to the quadratic term in series (2.1) is then "22 w, wherew = ff�; �g; ug. Since f�; ug = 0, we get from the Jacobi identity that w = �ff�; ug; �g.The latter vector is tangent to the orbit at �. Hence the �rst variation of the energy isvanishing on this vector w. Adding the vector "22 w to the vector �(") (given by (2.1) andbeing at a distance of order " from �) we change the value of the energy by a quantityof order "3. Thus the addition of u to � contributes nothing to the quadratic part of theTaylor series of the energy restriction to the orbit of � (provided that the vector �eld � isa critical point). �2.B. The Dirichlet problem and steady ows. The energy minimization Problem2.1 acquires the following form of the Dirichlet problem in the two-dimensional case. LetMbe a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold (possibly with boundary) with a Riemannianvolume form �.



x2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR STEADY SOLUTIONS 83Problem 2.10. Find the in�mum and the minimizer of the Dirichlet integralE(u) = 12 ZM (ru;ru) �among all the smooth functions u (on the manifoldM) that can be obtained from a givenfunction u0 by the action of area-preserving di�eomorphisms of M to itself.In order to see that this is the two-dimensional counterpart of Problem 2.1, one canconsider the skew gradient sgradu instead of the true gradientru (on which the functionalE has, of course, the same value). Then u is regarded as a Hamiltonian function, whosede�nition is invariant: Any area-preserving change of coordinates for the function u impliesthe corresponding di�eomorphism action on the �eld sgradu.For instance, letM be the disk x2+y2 � 1, and let u0 be a function that vanishes at theboundary and has only one critical point(for instance, a maximum) in the disk (Fig.12a).
uu0

(a) (b)Figure 12. Levels of (a) a function u0 with the only critical point(maximum) inside the disk, and (b) the centrally symmetrical Dirichletminimizer u among the functions area-preserving rearrangements of u0.Proposition 2.7 [Arn9,20]. The minimum of the Dirichlet functional is attained onthe function u that depends only on the distance to the center of the disk and whose setsf(x; y) j u(x; y) � cg of smaller values have the same areas as those of the initial functionu0 (Fig.12b).The proof essentially is the application of the isoperimetric and Schwarz inequalities.�If the initial function has several critical points (say, two maxima and a saddle point,Fig.13), the situation is far more subtle. Numerical experiments in [Mof4, Baj] suggest



84 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSvarious types of minimizers according to the steepness of the initial function u0, all having\singular" lines. We refer to the extensive surveys [Mof2,4, MoT] (and references therein)for a discussion of the formation of �eld singularities in a uid under the relaxation to anextremal state. The obstructions to such relaxation in three dimensions are described inChapter III.If instead of the initial function u0 one prescribes just its boundary conditions, then onemay obtain an in�nite number of C1-steady solutions (or minimizers) for the problem ina rectangle, and a unique solution in the analytic category [Tro].
Figure 13. A minimizer of the Dirichlet problem for a function withtwo maxima has a singular line (see [Baj]).Theorem 2.8. A smooth minimizer u of the Dirichlet Problem 2.10 on a Riemannianmanifold M obeys the following condition: The gradients of the functions u and �u arecollinear at every point of M .In other words, the extremal functions u have the \same" level curves as their Lapla-cians: Locally there is a function F : R ! R such that �u = F (u). This is just atwo-dimensional reformulation of Theorem 2.2. For instance, the axial symmetric functionwith its only critical point in the disk (Fig.12) not only has the energy minimum among alldi�eomorphic �elds, but also has the energy maximum among all isovorticed �elds [KLe].The Dirichlet Problem 2.10 in higher dimensions has applications to scalar dynamos[Bay2] and the theory of equilibrium of a con�ned plasma [LS1]. One can show thatTheorem 2.8 holds in n dimensions. (Hint: adapt the proof of Theorem 2.2.)Remark 2.9. As discussed above, minimizers of energy (i.e., of the Dirichlet integral)among all smooth area-preserving changes of coordinates in a given function correspond tosteady ows. The problem of existence of smooth minimizers is still open in any reasonablegenerality.



x2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR STEADY SOLUTIONS 85This problem admits a natural extension to a more general class of functions (for in-stance, from the Lp or Sobolev spaces), to all measure-preserving rearrangements of suchfunctions on measure spaces, and to general variational functionals. There is vast liter-ature on the existence of (usually, nonsmooth) extrema of variational problems in thissetting and on their relation to 2D hydrodynamics, when one minimizes (or maximizes)the energy functional among the rearrangements (see [Bej, ATL, Bur]). In Section 2.D wediscuss a di�erent variational principle proposed in [Shn3] for two-dimensional ows, whereone con�nes oneself to the same energy level, but constructs a partial order on functions.Minimal elements in this partial order correspond to steady ows.A step towards the intrinsic characterization of the weak closure (in H10 ) of the set offunctions obtained from a given one by composing it with di�eomorphisms (not necessarilyvolume preserving) of the domain is obtained in [LS3]. It is done under the assumptionthat the function is craterless, i.e., in an appropriate weak sense it has no local minimain the interior of the domain. The authors de�ne a subspace of this weak closure thatcaptures robust (under weak limits) topological properties of the level sets.2.C. Relation of two variational principles. We have observed that the smoothextremals of the energy functional among the vector �elds di�eomorphic to a given onecommute with their vorticities, and hence they coincide with the description of ideal steadyows (cf. Remark 1.4 and Theorem 2.2). This coincidence of the solutions in two problemsis a manifestation of the duality of the two variational principles: in ideal hydrodynamicsand in magnetohydrodynamics.The steady solutions in ideal hydrodynamics correspond to critical points of the energyR (v; v)2=2 among all isovorticed �elds, i.e., among the �elds whose vorticities di�er by theaction of a volume-preserving di�eomorphism. In the Lie-algebraic language, steady owscorrespond to stagnation points of the energy functional on the coadjoint orbits of the groupof volume-preserving di�eomorphisms SDi�(Mn) (see Chapter I). On the other hand, inthe above problem we are looking for an energy minimizer within the class of di�eomorphic�elds, i.e., on the adjoint orbits of the same group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms.Note that the latter principle of energy minimization among the di�eomorphic �elds isencountered in the MHD theory (see Chapter III, or, e.g., [Arn9,20, Bej, Ser2, Mof2,4]).Theorem 2.2 above can now be reformulated as follows: \Extrema for both variationalprinciples coincide." This statement materializes in a very general phenomenon valid forany nondegenerate quadratic formE on an arbitrary Lie algebra g. Let E� be the quadraticform on the dual space g� corresponding to the form E on g. If the form E(x) = 12 hx;Axiis de�ned by means of an (invertible) inertia operator A : g ! g�, then E� is determined



86 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSby E�(y) = 12 hA�1y; yi for any y 2 g�.Theorem 2.10. Conditional extrema of the quadratic functional E on adjoint orbitsin a Lie algebra g are sent by the inertia operator A : g ! g� to the conditional extremaof the quadratic form E� on the coadjoint orbits in g�.Proof. Let x0 be a point of the Lie algebra g, and O the adjoint orbit of the pointx0. An arbitrary vector � of the tangent space Tx0O can be written by de�nition as avariation of x0, i.e., as � = ad�x0 for some element � 2 g. Therefore, one has the followingexpression for the variation of the energy functional E(v) = 12hx;Axi along the vector �:dE(�) = h�;Ax0i = had�x0; Ax0i = hx0; ad��(Ax0)i = hA�1y0; ad��y0i = dE�(��);where y0 2 g� denotes the image of x0 under the inertia operator (y0 = Ax0), and thevector �� = ad��y0 represents an arbitrary vector tangent to the coadjoint orbit O� of thepoint y0.Now assume that x0 2 g is a critical point of the function E(x) restricted to the adjointorbit O of x0. Then the di�erential of E vanishes on the tangent space Tx0O and so doesthe di�erential of E� restricted to the tangent space to O� at y0. Hence y0 is a criticalpoint of E� restricted to the coadjoint orbit O�. �2.D. Semigroup variational principle for two-dimensional steady ows. In[Shn3], Shnirelman proposed a di�erent variational principle in two dimensions that re-covers some of the steady solutions of the Euler equation. Roughly speaking, instead ofthe energy minimization among all isovorticed �elds, one can stay among the �elds withthe same energy and construct a partial order on their vorticities. In a sense, the extremal�elds obtained by this method have the most mixed vorticity functions.Consider a bounded connected two-dimensional domainM � R2 with a measure � andboundary � = @M . We wish to describe generalized area-preserving mappings of M intoitself that are not necessarily one-to-one. It is natural to de�ne them in terms of theiractions on functions on M .Definition 2.11. A polymorphism is a bounded operator eK in L2(M;R) of the formeKu(x) = ZM K(x; y)u(y) �y;where the (distributional) kernel K(x; y) obeys the following conditions:i) K(x; y) � 0, i.e., K(x; y) is a nonnegative measure on M �M ;ii) RM K(x; y) �x � 1 for every y 2M ; andiii) RM K(x; y) �y � 1 for every x 2 M .



x2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR STEADY SOLUTIONS 87Examples 2.12. Two obvious, yet important, examples of such operators are:A) Let ' 2 SDi�(M) be an area-preserving di�eomorphism of M . Set K'(x; y) =�(y � '�1(x)), where �(�) is the 2-dimensional �-function. Then the operator eK' whosekernel is K'(x; y) sends a function u(x) to the function u('�1(x)) and is unitary in L2(M).B) If K0(x; y) � 1=�(M) where �(M) is the total measure of M , the operator eK0maps a function u(x) to the constant that is the mean value of u(x).In a sense, an arbitrary operator eK interpolates between those two extreme cases.Conditions ii) and iii) generalize the volume-preserving property of di�eomorphisms:They demand that the probabilistic measure of the \image" of the element dy and the\inverse image" of the element dx under an operator eK be equal to the measures of theelements dy and dx, respectively.All polymorphisms form a (weakly compact) semigroup P of (contractive, or moreprecisely, nonexpanding) operators in L2(M). The operators eK' corresponding to dif-feomorphisms constitute a weakly dense subset of P. Representations of the group ofdi�eomorphisms can be extended to the semigroup of polymorphisms [Ner2].Definition 2.13. The partial ordering in L2(M) is dictated by the action of P: f � gif there exists an operator eK 2 P such that f = eKg. If f � g and g � f , we say that fand g are equivalent: f � g.The following property of the relation � will be useful in the sequel.Proposition 2.14 [Shn3]. If f; g 2 L2(M) and f � g, then kfkL2 � kgkL2 . For f � gthe equality of the norms kfkL2 = kgkL2 is possible if and only if g � f .Let L2;2(M) be the Sobolev space that consists of functions ' obeyingXjkj�2 kDk'k2L2(M) <1; ' j@M= const:Definition 2.15. Given a function ' 2 L2;2(M), denote by �
' the set of such functions 2 L2;2(M) that(2:2a) � � �':If ' is regarded as a stream function for a uid ow, then the set �
' contains the �eldsisovorticed with ', i.e., the �elds with the stream functions  for which there exists adi�eomorphism g : M ! M such that � (x) = �'(g(x)). These �elds constitute thecoadjoint orbit O' of '.



88 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSLet 
' � �
' be the set of stream functions  obeying one extra condition of theconservation of energy:(2:2b) E( ) = E(');where E( ) = 12kr k2L2 is the kinetic energy of the ow with the stream function  .An element � 2 
' is minimal relative to the partial ordering on 
' if ��0 � ��whenever �0 2 
' and ��0 � ��.Theorem 2.16 [Shn3]. For each function ' 2 L2;2(M) there exists a minimal element� 2 
' in the set 
'.A minimal element is not necessarily unique. The proof is essentially a combination ofthe Zorn lemma (claiming that if for each linearly ordered decreasing chain of elements ofa partially ordered set there is a lower bound, then there exists a minimal element in theset) with the relative weak compactness of the set of measures fK(x; y)g.Theorem 2.17 [Shn3]. Let u be a minimal element of 
'. Then u is the streamfunction of a stationary ow, and moreover, there exists a single-valued monotone functionF such that �u = F (u) almost everywhere in M .The equivalent statement is that if u is a minimal element of 
', then, for almost allpoints x; y 2 M , the products (u(x) � u(y))(!(x) � !(y)), where ! := �u, all have thesame sign. We refer to [Shn3] for the proof and all the details.Remark 2.18. Though a classical solution of the Euler equation is a trajectory onthe coadjoint orbit O' for some function ', for large times the ow transformations be-come similar to the mixing described by polymorphisms. These are the heuristics lyingbehind the relation between the minimal elements and the stationary solutions of the Eulerequation.Remark 2.19. For a non-simply connected M , the boundary conditions for functionsin the space L2;2(M) are ' j�i� consti, where �i is a connected component of @M . In thelatter case the set �
' consists of the functions  that, in addition to the condition (2.2a)satisfy the property(2:2c) Z�i @ @n ds = Z�i @'@n ds for all i:Property (2.2c) follows from (2.2a) for a simply connected M .One can classify minimal elements of the \orbit" 
' by comparing their energy to otherpoints of the set �
' � 
' consisting of the stream functions obeying conditions (2.2a) and(2.2c), but without the requirement (2.2b) on the energy.



x3. STABILITY OF STATIONARY POINTS ON LIE ALGEBRAS 89Theorem 2.20 [Shn3]. Each minimal element u 2 
' is one of the following threetypes:a) energy-excessive, i.e., E(u) � E( ),b) energy-de�cient, i.e., E(u) � E( ), orc) neutral, i.e., E(u) = E( )for all  2 �
'. All the minimal elements of 
' are of the same type.Problem 2.21. It would be interesting to relate these types of minimal elements andthe above variational principle to various types of energy relaxation discussed in Section2.B (cf. numerical simulations in [Mof4, Baj]).This variational principle might be a basis for formulating for semigroups an analogue ofthe (geodesic) variational principle for groups (Chapter I). In Section IV.7.G, we discuss anatural passage from the geodesics on the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms ofa manifold to the extremals of the least action principle for the so-called generalized ows(which are similar to the semigroup of polymorphisms), i.e., the passage from classicaluid motions to generalized solutions of the Euler equation; see [Bre1, Shn5].x3. Stability of stationary points on Lie algebrasIn order to study the stability of stationary uid ows in the next section, we obtainbelow a stability criterion for the Euler equation on an arbitrary Lie algebra.Consider a system of ordinary di�erential equations(3:1) _x = f(x); x 2 Rn:Definition 3.1. A point x0 at which f(x0) = 0 is (Lyapunov) stable if for every " > 0there exists � > 0 such that jx(t) � x0j < " for all t > 0, provided that jx(0) � x0j < �.Assume that we are also given a foliation in the space Rn. A point x0 is called regularfor the foliation if the partition of a neighborhood of x0 into the leaves of the foliation isdi�eomorphic to a partition of the Euclidean space into parallel planes (in particular, allleaves near the point x0 have the same dimension).Example 3.2. In the case of the Lie algebra so(3) the orbits form a partition of three-dimensional space so(3) ' R3 into spheres centered at 0 and the point 0 itself. Then allpoints of the space R3, except the origin, are regular for the partition into orbits.



90 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSSuppose now that the system (3.1) leaves the foliation invariant, and E is a �rst integralof the system such thati) x0 is a critical point of E restricted to the leaf containing x0;ii) x0 is a regular point of the foliation; andiii) the second di�erential of E restricted to the leaf of x0 is a nondegenerate quadraticform.The following statement is essentially a reformulation of Lagrange's theorem.Theorem 3.3. A point x0 obeying conditions i){iii) is a stationary point of the system(3.1). If, in addition, the second di�erential of E restricted to the leaf of x0 is positivelyor negatively de�ned, then the point x0 is (Lyapunov) stable.Proof. If y is a coordinate on the leaf such that y(x0) = 0, then the function Erestricted to the leaf can be written as E(y) = E0 + 12 (E2y; y) +O(y3) as y ! 0, wherethe matrix E2 is symmetric: (E2y; z) = (y;E2z). Hence the time derivative along thetrajectories of our system is_E = (E2y; _y) +O(y2) _y as y ! 0:If _y 6= 0 at the origin y = 0, then one can choose a point y arbitrarily close to the originsuch that (E2y; _y) 6= 0. The latter contradicts the invariance of E. Therefore, _y = 0, andx0 is a stationary point.The regularity of the leaves near x0 implies that on every neighboring leaf there existsnear x0 a point that is a conditional maximum or minimum of E. The stability part ofthe statement is evident (Lagrange, Dirichlet, etc.): The de�niteness of E ensures thatin every leaf near x0 the E-levels form a family of ellipsoid-like hypersurfaces. Everytrajectory of the system (3.1) that begins inside such an ellipsoid will never leave it, dueto the invariance of E and of the foliation (see Fig.14). �Let � be a stationary point of the Euler equation on a Lie algebra g (see Chapter I).The space g is foliated by the images of the coadjoint orbits in the algebra, and we supposethat � is a regular point of the foliation.Theorem 3.4 [Arn4,16]. The second di�erential of the kinetic energy restricted to theimage of an orbit of the coadjoint representation in the algebra g is given at a critical point� 2 g by the formula(3:2) 2�2E j� (�) = hB(�; f); B(�; f )i + h[f; �]; B(�; f)i;where � is a tangent vector to this image expressed in terms of f 2 g by the formula� = B(�; f), and B(�; �) is the operation on g de�ned by (I.4.3).
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x
0Figure 14. Trajectories enclosed in ellipsoid-like intersections of folia-tion leaves (here, horizontal planes) and energy levels (paraboloids) willnever leave a vicinity of the stationary point.Corollary 3.5. If the quadratic form above is positive or negative de�nite, then thestationary point � is a stable solution of the Euler equation.Example 3.6. In the case of the rigid body (g = so(3)), the coadjoint orbits arespheres centered at zero, while the levels of the kinetic energy form a family of ellipsoids.The energy restricted to every orbit has 6 critical points (being points of tangency of thesphere with the ellipsoids): 2 maxima, 2 minima, and 2 saddles (Fig.15). The maximaand minima correspond to the stable rotations of the rigid body about the shortest andthe longest axes of the inertia ellipsoid. The saddles correspond to the unstable rotationsabout its middle axis.

Figure 15. Energy levels on a coadjoint orbit of the Lie algebraso(3;R) of a rigid body.We emphasize that the question under discussion is not stability \in a linear approx-imation," but the actual Lyapunov stability (i.e., with respect to �nite perturbations in



92 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSthe nonlinear problem). The di�erence between these two forms of stability is substantialin this case, since our problem has a Hamiltonian character. For Hamiltonian systemsasymptotic stability is impossible, so stability in a linear approximation is always neutraland inconclusive on the stability of an equilibrium position of the nonlinear problem.Remark 3.7. In general, an inde�nite quadratic form �2E does not imply instabilityof the corresponding point. An equilibrium position of a Hamiltonian system can be stableeven if the Hamiltonian function at this position is neither a maximum nor a minimum.The quadratic Hamiltonian E = !1 p21 + q212 � !2 p22 + q222is the simplest example of this kind. Note that the behavior of the corresponding eigen-values under the introduction of a small viscosity is di�erent: �i!1 are moving into theleft (stable) hyperplane, while �i!2 are moving into the right (unstable) one.Proof of Theorem 3.4. The action of an element " � f 2 g on a point � is given bythe Taylor expansion for motion along a coadjoint orbit; cf. formula (2.1):� 7! �� = � + " � � + "22 � � +O("3); "! 0;where � = B(�; f); � = B(B(�; f); f ). Substitute �� into the expression for the energyE(��) = 12h��; ��i: E(��) = E(�) + " � �E + "2 � �2E +O("3); "! 0;where �E = h�; �i and 2�2E = h�; �i + h�; �i.The �rst variation of the energy vanishes at �:�E = h�;B(�; f)i = �hB(�; �); fi = 0;since � is stationary, and therefore B(�; �) = 0.The required expression (3.2) for �2E follows due to the identityh�;B(B(�; f); f )i = h[f; �]; B(�; f)i:Now we would like to show that the quadratic form �2E depends on � = B(�; f) ratherthan on f , so it is indeed a form on the tangent space in g.



x3. STABILITY OF STATIONARY POINTS ON LIE ALGEBRAS 93First verify that the auxiliary bilinear form C(x; y) := h[x; �]; B(�; y)i is symmetric:C(x; y) = C(y; x). It readily follows from the de�nition of B, the Jacobi identity in g, andfrom the stationarity condition B(�; �) = 0 thath[x; �]; B(�; y)i = hB(�; [�; x]); yi = h[[�; x]; y]; �i = h[�; [x; y]]; �i+ h[x; [y; �]]; �i= hB(�; �); [x; y]i + hB(�; x); [y; �]i = h[y; �]; B(�; x)i:Finally, assume that B(�; f1) = B(�; f2) and show that the corresponding values of �2Ecoincide. Set x = f1 � f2; y = f1, and notice that B(�; x) = 0. The expression (3.2) for�2E, combined with the symmetry of C(x; y), gives the desired identity:2(�2E(f1) � �2E(f2)) = h[x; �]; B(�; y)i = h[y; �]; B(�; x)i = 0:Thus, the quadratic form �2E indeed depends on � = B(�; f), and Theorem 3.4 is proved.�Remark 3.8. For the Euler equation on a Lie algebra g consider the equation in vari-ations at a stationary point �:(3:3) _� = B(�; �) +B(�; �):Proposition 3.9. The quadratic form d2E is the �rst integral of the equation in vari-ations (3.3).Proof. The proposition can be veri�ed by the following straightforward calculation.From (3.2), it follows that ddt�2E = h�; _�i + h[f; �]; _�i:Therefore the substitution of _� from the equation in variations (3.3) leads toddt�2E = h�;B(�; �)i + h�;B(�; �)i + h[f; �]; B(�; �)i + h[f; �]; B(�; �)i= h�;B(�; �)i + h[�; �]; �i + h[�; [f; �]]; �i= h[�; [f; �]]; B(�; f)i = �h[f; �]; B(�; [f; �])i = 0: �



94 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSx4. Stability of planar uid owsThe analogy between the equations of a rigid body and of an incompressible uid enablesone to study stability of steady ows by considering critical points of the energy functionon the sets of isovorticed vector �elds (i.e., on the coadjoint orbits of the di�eomorphismgroup).This approach was initiated in [Arn4], and we refer to Fjortoft [Fj] as a predecessor,and to [HMRW] for further applications manifesting the fruitfulness of this method for avariety of dynamical systems. In this section we touch on a few selected facts.In Section 3 we saw that the variational approach to the study of the stationary solutionsof the Euler equation of an incompressible uid suggests that:i) A steady uid ow is distinguished from all ows isovorticed to it by the fact thatit is a (conditional) critical point of the kinetic energy.ii) If the indicated critical point is actually an extremum, i.e., a local conditionalmaximum orminimum, and this extremum is nondegenerate (the second di�erentiald2E is positive or negative de�nite), then (under some regularity condition) thestationary ow is Lyapunov stable.Though these assertions do not formally follow from the theorems of Section 3 becauseof the in�nite-dimensionality of our consideration here, one can justify the �nal conclusionabout stability without justifying the intermediate constructions.4.A. Stability criteria for steady ows. Let M be a two-dimensional domain, say,an annulus with a steady ow in it (Fig.16). In what follows we show, in particular, thatthe steady ow in M is stable if its stream function  satis�es the following condition onthe velocity pro�le:(4:1) 0 < c � r r� � C <1for some constants c and C.For an arbitrary stationary ow in two dimensions the gradient vectors of the streamfunction and of its Laplacian are collinear. Therefore the ratio r =r� makes sense.Furthermore, in a neighborhood of every point that is not critical for the vorticity function� , the stream function  is a function of the vorticity.We begin the study of the two-dimensional case by obtaining the following explicitexpression for the second variation of the energy.Theorem 4.1 [Arn6,16]. The second variation of the energy E on the set of �elds
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MFigure 16. A pro�le of a stable steady ow in an annulus.isovorticed to a given steady �eld v with the stream function  is�2E��v = 12 ZZM �(�v)2 + r r� (�!)2� dxdy;where �v is a variation of the velocity �eld, �! is the corresponding variation of the vorticityfunction ! = curl v = � , and dxdy is the area form in M .Remark 4.2. The condition (4.1) on the ratio r =r� implies that the quadraticform �2E, with respect to �v, is positively de�ned.In the case of the negative ratio r =r� satisfying0 < c � � r r� � C <1;the form �2E is negatively de�ned, provided that the inequality kr'k2L2 � �k�'k2L2 holdsfor all ' 2 C2(M) with 0 < � < c. The latter inequality is essentially an estimate on the�rst eigenvalue of the Laplace operator in the domain M , and it relies on the shape andsize of the domain.Proof. Formula (3.2) for the second variation of the energy E = 12 RRM (v; v)dxdy gives(4:2) 2�2E = ZZM �(�v)2 + (�v; [f; v])� dxdy;where �v = B(v; f).Integrating by parts the second term, we come to(4:3) ZZM (�v; [f; v]) dxdy = ZZM (�v; curl (f � v)) dxdy = ZZM (�!) � (f � v) dxdy



96 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSwith evident notations: f � v is a function on M whose value at any point is the orientedarea of the parallelogram spanned by f and v, and curl (f � v) = sgrad (f � v). Theformula v = sgrad  = (� y ;  x) implies thatf � v = f � (sgrad  ) = (f;r ):On the other hand, for ! = � , the variation �! is the derivative of ! along the �eld f :�! = Lf! = (f;r� ):The comparison of the two formulas above immediately givesf � v = r r� �!;which, along with (4.2-4.3), implies the statement of the theorem. �The above heuristic consideration of stability, based on the de�niteness of the quadraticdi�erential of the kinetic energy �2E, can be justi�ed to obtain the actual stability withthe following a priori bound.Theorem 4.3 (Stability Theorem, [Arn6,16]). Suppose that the stream function ofa stationary ow,  =  (x; y), in a region M is a function of the vorticity function (i.e.,of the function � ) not only locally but globally. Suppose that the derivative of the streamfunction with respect to the vorticity satis�es the inequalityc � r r� � C; where 0 < c � C <1:Let  +'(x; y; t) be the stream function of another ow, not necessarily stationary. Assumethat at the initial moment, the circulation of the velocity �eld of the perturbed ow (withthe stream function  + ') around every boundary component of the region M is equal tothe circulation of the original ow (with the stream function  ). Then the perturbation' = '(x; y; t) at every moment of time is bounded in terms of the initial perturbation'0 = '(x; y; 0) by the inequalityZZM (r')2 + c(�')2dxdy � ZZM (r'0)2 + C(�'0)2dxdy:



x4. STABILITY OF PLANAR FLUID FLOWS 97Theorem 4.30 (Second Stability Theorem, [Arn6,16]). If the stationary ow sat-is�es the condition c � � r r� � C with 0 < c � C <1(as well as other assumptions of the preceding theorem), then the perturbation ' is boundedin terms of '0 by the inequality(4:4) ZZM c(�')2 � (r')2dxdy � ZZM C(�'0)2 � (r'0)2dxdy:Remark 4.4. If for a certain � satisfying 0 < � < c the inequality kr'k2L2 � �k�'k2L2holds for all ' 2 C2(M), then the quadratic form RRM c(�')2 � (r')2dxdy is positivede�nite: ZZM c(�')2 � (r')2dxdy � (c� �)ZZM (�')2dxdy:Therefore it follows from (4.4) thatZZM (�')2dxdy � Cc� � ZZM (�'0)2dxdy;which manifests the stability of the stationary ow  .The underlying heuristic idea of the proof of the Stability Theorem is as follows. A�rst integral H(') having a nondegenerate minimum or maximum at the stationary point can be regarded as a squared \norm" (setting H( ) = 0). It gives us control of thetrajectory 't in the norm that is positive in a punctured neighborhood of  on the set ofisovorticed �elds.Example 4.5. Consider a circular motion with the stream function  =  (�); � =px2 + y2, in the annulusM = f R1 � � � R2 g. Rewriting the Laplace operator in polarcoordinates, we get the following su�cient condition for stability: If the ratio  0=( 00+ 1� 0)0does not change sign, then the ow is stable (see [Arn16]).Example 4.6. Consider a planar shear ow in the strip 0 � y � 2� in the (x; y)-planewith a velocity pro�le v(y) (i.e., with a velocity �eld (v(y); 0), Fig.17). Such a ow isstationary for every velocity pro�le.The form �2E is positively or negatively de�ned if the velocity pro�le has no zeroes andno points of inection (i.e., v 6= 0 and vyy 6= 0). The conclusion, that the planar parallelows are stable, provided that there are no inection points in the velocity pro�le, is a
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(a) (b)Figure 17. Lyapunov stable uid ows in a strip. Pro�les with theratio (a) v=vyy > 0 and (b) v=vyy < 0.nonlinear analogue of the so-called Rayleigh theorem. Pro�les with the ratio v=vyy > 0and v=vyy < 0 are sketched in Figs.17a and 17b, respectively.To make the region of the ow compact, we impose the periodicity condition x (mod X)along the x-coordinate and obtain the torus f(x; y) j x (mod X); y (mod 2�)g. Fix thevelocity �eld v = (sin y; 0) determined by the stream function  = � cos y. Its vorticityis ! = � cos y. The velocity pro�le has two inection points, but the stream function canbe expressed as a function of the vorticity. The ratio r =r� is equal to minus one. Byapplying the Second Stability Theorem, we have obtained the stability of our stationaryow in the case when Z 2�0 Z X0 (�')2dxdy � Z 2�0 Z X0 (r')2dxdyfor all functions ' of period X in x and 2� in y. It is easy to calculate that the lastinequality is satis�ed for X � 2� and is violated for X > 2�.Thus the Second Stability Theorem implies the stability of a sinusoidal stationary owon a short torus when the period in the direction of the basic ow (X) is less than thewidth of the ow (2�). On the other hand, one can directly verify that on a long torus(for X > 2�) our sinusoidal ow is unstable [MSi]. Hence, in this example, the su�cientcondition for stability from the Second Stability Theorem turns out to be necessary aswell.Stability of certain plane-parallel and spherical two-dimensional ows was considered in[Dik].Proof of Stability Theorem. Assume that the stream function  and the vorticityfunction ! = � are related by means of  = 	(� ), and set �(� ) := R � 	(�) d� to be



x4. STABILITY OF PLANAR FLUID FLOWS 99the primitive of 	(�). Then the second derivative �00 evaluated at the function � is�00(� ) = r =r� , and hence for � within the limits min� � � � max� , we have(4:5) c � �00(� ) � C:We extend the de�nition of �(� ) to cover the whole � -axis subject to this inequality, andin what follows � denotes the function extended in this way.Form the functionalH2(') = ZZM � (r')22 + [�(� +�')� �(� ) ��0(� )�']� dxdy:Lemma 4.7. The functional H2 is the �rst integral of the Euler equation,H2('(x; y; t)) � H2('(x; y; 0));for the stream function '(x; y; t) of any velocity �eld evolving according to the Euler equa-tion.Proof of Lemma. Consider the functionalH(u) = ZZM �(ru)22 + �(�u)� dxdy:It is preserved along every solution of the Euler equation by virtue of the laws of energy andvortex conservation. Therefore, Ĥ(') := H( + ') �H( ) is also a conserved functionalfor a given steady ow  :(4:6) Ĥ('(x; y; t)) � Ĥ('(x; y; 0)):Decompose Ĥ(�) into the sum Ĥ(') = H1(') +H2('), whereH1(') = ZZM ((r'; r ) + �0(� )�') dxdy;H2(') = ZZM � (r')22 + [�(� +�')� �(� ) ��0(� )�']� dxdy:The term H1(') vanishes, since it is the �rst variation of the invariant functional H(u) atthe stationary ow  . Explicitly, after integration by parts we haveH1(') = ZZM (� �'+�0(� )�') dxdy + I@M  @'@n d`:Recall that �0 = 	 and 	(� ) =  . Furthermore, by assumption the stream function is constant on the boundary components �i (@M = Sni �i), and the perturbed �elds



100 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWShave the same circulation around every boundary component: H�i @'=@n d` = 0. HenceH1(') � 0. Therefore Ĥ(') = H2('), and in accordance with (4.6), the functional H2(')is preserved. This proves Lemma 4.7. �Returning to the proof of the theorem, we note that it follows from (4.5) that for anyh, ch22 � �(� + h)� �(� )� �0(� )h � Ch22 :Hence, H2('(t)) � ZZM � (r')22 + c (�')22 � dxdy;H2('(0)) � ZZM � (r'0)22 +C (�'0)22 � dxdy:By combining these inequalities with the invariance of H2(') we complete the proof of theStability Theorem. �We leave to the reader to complete the proof of stability for the negative ratio (theSecond Stability Theorem)c � � r r� � C; 0 < c � C <1:Remark 4.8 [M-P]. Notice that the condition 0 < c � r r� � C cannot be obeyed indomains without boundary. Indeed, the existence of a function 	 obeying the condition0 < c � 	0(� ) � C and such that  = 	(� ) implies the existence of the inverse functionF for which � = F ( ), and moreover, 0 < c0 � F 0( ) � C 0.On the other hand, from � = F ( ) one gets @x1� = F 0( )@x1 , and thereforeZZM @x1 (�@x1 ) dxdy = ZZM F 0( )(@x1 )2 dxdy:Integrating by parts we come to the following:Z@M @x1 @(@x1 )@n d`� ZZM (r@x1 )2 dxdy = ZZM F 0( )(@x1 )2 dxdy:Now one can see that the absence of the boundary term leads to a contradiction: Theleft- and the right-hand sides of the equality are of di�erent signs unless  is constant (thetrivial case of @x1 � 0 is treated by replacing @x1 with @x2). In particular, it excludesunbounded domains (such as M = R2, important for meteorological and oceanographicsimulations) from the scope of applicability of the Stability Theorem. A way to overcomethis di�culty is to exploit the symmetry properties of the domains accompanied by thestability analysis outlined above.



x4. STABILITY OF PLANAR FLUID FLOWS 101Theorem 4.9 [M-P]. In the hypotheses of the Stability Theorem, the stability result isachieved if the condition c � r r� � C holds with c � 0.The proof is based on the use of a family of Lyapunov functions H�(') for which the�rst variation at the stationary ow  is given by H�1(') = � RR (r'; r� ) dxdy.Remark 4.10. It turns out that the stability test based on the second variation ofsteady ows is inconclusive in dimensions greater than two: The second variation of thekinetic energy is never sign de�nite in that case (see Section 5.G).Invariants of isovorticed �elds (i.e., Casimir functions of the group of area-preservingdi�eomorphisms) play the role of Lagrange multipliers in the above study of the conditionalextremum. We refer to the survey [HMRW] for a study of stability by combining theenergy function with Casimir functions for a number of physically interesting in�nite-dimensional systems. Various modi�cations and extensions of the Routh (or Casimir-momentum) method outlined above can be found in, e.g., [MaR, MaS, Vla1,2, W-G].Remark 4.11 (J. Marsden). Abbreviated guide to the energy{momentummethod. For a more complete guide to the literature, see http://www.cds.caltech.edu/�marsden/The energy{momentum (em) method extends the Arnold (or the energy{Casimir)method,which was developed for Lie{Poisson systems on duals of Lie algebras, especially those ofuid dynamical type. The motivation for this extension is threefold. First, it can dealwith Lie{Poisson systems for which there are not su�cient Casimir functions available,such as 3D ideal ow and certain problems in elasticity. In fact, [A-H] use (with hindsight)the em-method to show that 3D equilibria for ideal ow are always formally unstable dueto vortex stretching. Other uid and plasma situations, such as ABC ows and certainmultiple hump situations in plasma dynamics, provided additional motivation in the Lie{Poisson setting. Second, it extends the method to systems that need not be Lie{Poisson.Examples such as rigid bodies with vibrating antennas (see [KrM]) motivate this need. Fi-nally, it gives sharper stability conclusions in material representation (stability is moduloa subgroup of the symmetry group) as well as giving links with geometric phases (Berryphases); see [Pat, MMR]. This is seen already in rigid body problems.The setting of the energy{momentum method is that of a mechanical system withsymmetry with a con�guration space Q and phase space T �Q and a symmetry group Gacting, with a standard momentum map J : T �Q ! g�, where g� is the Lie algebra of G.One gets the Lie{Poisson case when Q = G.The rough idea is �rst to formulate the problem on the unreduced space T �Q. Here,relative equilibria associated with a Lie algebra element � are critical points of the aug-



102 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSmented Hamiltonian H� := H � hJ; �i. One now computes the second variation �2H�(ze)at a relative equilibrium ze with the momentum value �e subject to the constraint J = �eand on a space transverse to the action of G�e . Although the augmented Hamiltonian H�plays the role of E+Casimir in the Arnold method, Casimir functions are not explicitlyneeded.In explicit splittings based on the mechanical connection, the second variation �2H�(ze)is block diagonal. In the same coordinates the symplectic structure has a simple blockstructure, so the linearized equations also have a canonical form. Even in the Lie{Poissonsetting, this often leads to simpler second variations. This block diagonal structure is whatgives the method its computational power. The theory for the em-method can be found in[MaS, SPM, SLM] (see also the exposition in [Mar]). For Lagrangian versions, see [Lew].There is also a converse, building on classical work of Thompson and Tait, Chetayev,and others, which states that when one has a saddle point for �2H�(ze), the additionof dissipation linearly (and hence nonlinearly) destabilizes the relative equilibrium; see[BKMR].The energy{momentum method is e�ective in many examples. For instance, [LeS] dealtwith the stability problem for pseudo-rigid bodies, which was thought to be analyticallyintractable. For the heavy top, see [LRSM]; for underwater vehicle dynamics, see [LMa];and for ABC ows, see [CMa]. The em-method has also been used in the context of freeboundary and Hamiltonian bifurcation problems [LMMR, LMR]. Finally, the method alsoextends to nonholonomic systems (systems with rolling constraints), as shown in [ZBM].4.B. Wandering solutions of the Euler equation. Poincar�e's recurrence theoremclaims that for any volume-preserving continuous mapping of a bounded region into itself,almost every moving point returns repeatedly to the vicinity of its initial position.In particular, the phase ow of the Euler equation on any �nite-dimensional Lie algebraacquires this property. Indeed, level surfaces of the kinetic energy (i.e., of a positivelyde�nite quadratic form) E are compact. Every trajectory of the Euler equation belongsto the intersection of some energy level with a certain coadjoint orbit of the Lie algebra.Proposition 4.12. The intersections of the coadjoint orbits with the noncritical energylevels can be equipped with a natural volume form conserved by the Euler equation.Proof. If ! is the symplectic structure on a 2m-dimensional coadjoint orbit O, thenthe symplectic volume form � = !m is preserved by any Hamiltonian ow on the orbit. Theow with the Hamiltonian functionE preserves the di�erential (2m�1)-form �E := !m=dEon the intersections of the orbit O with the E-levels. These intersections are compact, dueto the positive-de�niteness of the form E. �



x4. STABILITY OF PLANAR FLUID FLOWS 103Corollary 4.13. The Poincar�e recurrence theorem is applicable in this case: almostevery trajectory of the Euler equation returns at times to a neighborhood of the initial point.Remark 4.14. The Euler equation with a nondegenerate inertia operator has an in-variant C1-measure on the whole dual Lie algebra g� (not only on the coadjoint orbitsO � g� of the group) if and only if the group G is unimodular, i.e., the operators ad� aretraceless for all � 2 g [Ko2].However, the Euler equation of an ideal uid does not enjoy the recurrence property:The passage to the in�nite-dimensional case is not harmless (see [Shn6] for other peculiarfeatures of 2D uid dynamics). Fix, for instance, the region M = f1 � jxj � 2 j x 2 R2gand consider the space V of C1-smooth divergence-free vector �elds in M tangent to theboundary @M = �1 [ �2, Fig.18.Theorem 4.15 [Nad]. There exists a smooth divergence-free vector �eld � on M (tan-gent to the boundary @M) such that for any initial condition C1-close to � the corre-sponding solution of the Euler equation in M does not return to a vicinity of the point �after a certain moment of time (i.e., there exist "; T > 0 such that for any initial conditionv(0) 2 V satisfying kv(0)��kC1 < ", the corresponding solution v(t) satis�es the inequalitykv(t) � �kC1 > ", whereas t > T ).Proof. Consider the steady ow v� with the stream function  (x) = ln jxj : v� =sgrad(ln jxj). Let v� + h be a C1-small (divergence-free) perturbation of the �eld v� :khkC1 < �.Lemma 4.16. There exists � > 0 such that for any perturbation h with khkC1 < �, thesolution v(t) with the initial condition v(0) = v�+h obeys the inequality kv(t)�v�kC0 < 14for all t � 0.Proof of Lemma. The vorticity function curl v(t) of the solution v(t) is transportedby the ow, and so is the function curl (v(t)�v�) = curl v(t), since curl v� � 0. Therefore,the C0-norm of the function curl (v(t) � v�) is conserved as well as the circulation of the�eld v(t)� v� along the circumferences �1 and �2. Therefore, the statement of the lemmais essentially the maximum principle for the stream function  (t) of the �eld v(t), whichobeys the equation � (t) = � curl (v(t) � v�). �Denote byM� = fx 2M;x1 < 0g and ` = fx 2M;x2 = 0; x1 > 0g the semiannulus andthe segment, respectively (Fig.18). Choose some smooth divergence-free �eld u satisfyingthe following conditions:kukC1 < �2 ; u��M� � 0; curl u��` > �4 :
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Figure 18. Pick a smooth �eld on the annulusM vanishing on the leftsemiannulusM� and whose vorticity is greater than �=4 on the segment`.Finally, set � = v� + u, and notice that curl � jM�� 0.Now let v(0) 2 V be the initial condition close enough to � : kv(0)� �kC1 < ", and v(t)the corresponding solution of the Euler equation on M . Such a solution de�nes for eacht 2 R an area-preserving di�eomorphism gt of the annulusM . The circumferences �1 and�2 are mapped by gt into themselves.Moreover, by choosing " to be " = �=4, we ensure that the solution v(t) is close enoughto v�. According to the lemma, the linear velocity of every point on the inner circumference�1 is greater than 3/4, while that on the outer circumference �2 is smaller than 3/4. Thecorresponding angular velocities are greater than 3/4 on �1 and smaller than 3/8 on �2,respectively.The image `t := gt(`) of the segment ` under the action of transformation gt joins thepoints on di�erent circumferences. The angular coordinates of the connected points divergefrom each other at the rate 3t=8. It follows that for t > 8�=3, the curve `t de�nitely hitsM� : `t\M� 6= ;. On the other hand, curl v(t) is carried over by the ow gt and is greaterthan �=4 = " when restricted to `t. Hence, for t > 8�=3, we have k� � v(t)kC1 > ". �x5. Linear and exponential stretching ofparticles and rapidly oscillating perturbationsIn this section we study the short-wave asymptotics of the perturbations of a stationarymotion of an ideal uid (following [Arn8]).



x5. LINEAR AND EXPONENTIAL STRETCHING OF PARTICLES 1055.A. The linearized and shortened Euler equations.Definitions 5.1. The 3D Euler equation in the vortex (or Helmholtz) form@w@t = [v;w]; where w = curl v;can be linearized in a neighborhood of a steady ow v:(5:1) @s@t = [v; s] + [curl�1s;w]:Here [ ; ] = �f ; g is the Lie bracket (i.e., minus the Poisson bracket) of two vector �elds,and s is a perturbation of the vorticity �eld: curl (v + u) = w + s, where u is a smallperturbation of the steady ow v. The operator curl�1 is understood as the reconstructionof the divergence-free vector �eld from its vorticity (and from the circulations over theboundary components if @M 6= ;).We will examine the behavior of solutions of this equation linear in s. Note that the�rst term on the right-hand side of (5.1) is a more powerful linear operator on functionss than the second. This means that the value of [v; s] on the rapidly oscillating s of thetype s = eikx will contain a higher degree of the wave number k than those occurring in[curl�1s;w]. Hence, for the rapidly oscillating perturbing �eld s, the second term in (5.1)may be considered as a perturbation of the �rst. In this way we obtain the shortenedequation(5:2) @s@t = [v; s]:If the stationary ow is potential (w = 0), the second term in Equation (5.1) vanishes,and in that case the shortened Equation (5.2) is the same as the linearized Euler equation(5.1). In accordance with perturbation theory [Fad], it is reasonable to assume that theshortened equation de�nes the continuous part of the spectrum of the linearized equation(5.1).The shortened Equation (5.2) implies that vector s is carried by the steady ow. If thegeometry of the steady ow v is known, this equation can be solved explicitly. Let gt bea one-parameter group of di�eomorphisms generated by the �eld v. Then the solution ofthe shortened equation is expressed in terms of its initial conditions by the formula(5:3) s(t; x) = gt�s(0; g�t(x));where gt� is the derivative of the image of gt.



106 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWS5.B. The action{angle variables. Below we present two lines of reasoning for thefollowing statement.Proposition 5.2. For a non-Beltrami steady �eld (i.e., for a steady �eld that is notcollinear with its vorticity in any region) on a closed three-dimensional manifold M , almostall solutions of the shortened equation are linearly unstable.Proof. If the �elds v andw are not identically collinear in any region, then the manifoldwithout boundary splits into cells in each of which the stream and vorticity lines lie on two-dimensional tori (see Theorems 1.2 and 1.10 in Section 1, or [Arn3,4]). One can introducethe angular coordinates ' = ('1; '2) mod 2� along the tori and the \action variable" z,which provides the numbering for the tori, such that the volume element is de�ned byd'1d'2dz, and the �elds v and w are given byv('; z) = v1(z) @@'1 + v2(z) @@'2 ; w('; z) = w1(z) @@'1 +w2(z) @@'2 :These equations are integrable in the system of coordinates ('1; '2; z). For the compo-nents of the �eld s(t;'; z) = s1 @@'1 + s2 @@'2 + s3 @@z ;by using (5.3) we obtain the expressionssk(t;'; z) = sk(0;'0; z) + t � v0k s3(0;'0; z); k = 1; 2;(5:4) s3(t;'; z) = s3(0;'0; z);where '0 = '� vt, and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to z. Formulas (5.4)imply that solutions of the shortened Equation (5.2) (for v0 6= 0) usually increase linearlywith time. �Hence the conventional (exponential) instability of the linearized Euler equation fornon-Beltrami ows can be due only to the second term in formula (5.1). In accordancewith perturbation theory, it is reasonable to expect the appearance of a �nite number ofunstable discrete eigenvalues.The question of retention of the (detected above) slow instability, when passing from theshortened Equation (5.2) to the complete linearized equation (5.1), is discussed in Section5.D below.The other possibility of exponential instability is related to the collinearity of v and w,when the action{angle variables cannot be introduced and the geometry of the steady ow



x5. LINEAR AND EXPONENTIAL STRETCHING OF PARTICLES 107di�ers from the one described above (cf. [Hen]). This form of instability is examined inSection 5.E.Remark 5.3. An integrable (non-Beltrami) steady ow can be thought of as a Hamil-tonian system with two degrees of freedom that is restricted to a three-dimensional en-ergy level. The KAM theory for volume-preserving ows on three-dimensional manifoldsguarantees that under certain nondegeneracy conditions, all ows su�ciently close to theintegrable ones preserve a large set of two-dimensional invariant tori (see, e.g., the surveyon the KAM theory of Hamiltonian systems [AKN] or the volume-preserving case in [C-S,D-L, B-L]).The above implies that for nonstationary Euler solutions that get close enough to asteady non-Beltrami �eld, the vorticity �elds of the solutions have plenty of invariant tori.Indeed, those vorticity �elds of the solutions approach the integrable vorticity �eld of thesteady ow. (The vortex form of the Euler equation is more suitable for this consideration,since the vorticity, unlike the velocity, is frozen into the ow.) Similarly, for the Navier{Stokes equation the steady ows close to the Beltrami ones have many invariant tori.5.C. Spectrum of the shortened equation. For a more detailed analysis of solutionsof Equation (5.2) (and another viewpoint at Proposition 5.2), we expand s into a Fourierseries in terms of ', using the following notation. Let m, which we shall call the wavevector, be a pair of integers m1 and m2. We denote m1'1 +m2'2 by (m;'), the numberpm21 +m22 by jmj, and the pair n1 = �m2 and n2 =m1 by n.For each wave vector we determine the \longitudinal," \transverse," and \normal"vector �eldsem = m1jmj @@'1 + m2jmj @@'2 ; en = �m2jmj @@'1 + m1jmj @@'2 ; ez = @@z :(For m = 0 we assume, e.g., em = @=@'1 and en = @=@'2.)The Fourier expansion of a �eld s can now be written ass =Xm (Amem +Bmen + Cmez)ei(m;');where Am; Bm, and Cm are functions of z.It can be readily veri�ed that the vector �elds em; en; and ez have zero divergence withrespect to the volume element d'1d'2dz. Hence,div s =Xm (ijmjAm + @zCm)ei(m;') �@z := ddz� :



108 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSConsequently, the divergence-free �elds are determined by the condition ijmjAm+@zCm =0 satis�ed for all m.By virtue of this condition, the set of functions Bm and Cm (for m = 0, we haveC0 = const, but A0 is to be added) can be taken as the \coordinates" in the space ofall �elds. In this coordinate system Equation (5.2) decouples into a series of triangularsystems(5:5) � _Bm = �ijmjvmBm + v0nCm;_Cm = �ijmjvmCm;where v = vmem + vnen is the velocity �eld of the steady ow (for m = 0 we add theequation _A0 = v00C0); the prime and the dot denote di�erentiation with respect to z andt, respectively.Formula (5.5) again implies the nonexponential instability of Equation (5.2) (and provesProposition 5.2). Furthermore, it determines the spectrum of the latter equation: To eachwave vector m one associates a segment of the continuous spectrum along the imaginaryaxis. The related \frequencies" jmjvm are equal to all kinds of frequencies (m; v) of thestationary ow on the tori, corresponding to various values of the z-coordinate. Themultiplicity of each segment is not less than two (the B- and C-components have the samefrequencies).5.D. The Squire theorem for shear ows. Though the coordinates introducedabove are suitable for analyzing the shortened Equation (5.2), analysis of the completeequation (5.1) is generally di�cult, since in curvilinear coordinates the operator curl�1is of a complicated form. A particular case in which the analysis can be reduced to aone-dimensional problem is that of a ow with straight streamlines. All plane rectilinearows, as well as the more general ones in which the uid particles move in parallel planesat constant velocity, which varies in magnitude and direction when passing from one planeto another, belong to this class. Study of the latter may be considered as an approximateanalysis of a generic ow in the torus geometry, in which the torus curvature is neglected,while the shear (i.e., the variation of the direction of the streamlines from one torus toanother) is taken into consideration.Let '1; '2; and z be Cartesian coordinates and the length element d`2 = d'21+d'22+dz2.Let v = vmem+vnen be the velocity �eld of a shear (rectilinear) ow in three-dimensionalspace (or in a three-torus, whose curvature is neglected).Proposition 5.4. The rectilinear three-dimensional ow is exponentially unstable ifand only if at least one of the two-dimensional ows of a perfect uid obtained by the



x5. LINEAR AND EXPONENTIAL STRETCHING OF PARTICLES 109substitution for the velocity vector v of its longitudinal component vm is exponentiallyunstable.Thus, the problem of exponential instability of the considered class of three-dimensionalows of a perfect uid is reduced to a similar problem for a set of the two-dimensionalows corresponding to di�erent values of the wave vector m. In the particular case of anonshear ow (i.e., with a constant direction of the velocity v), all velocity pro�les areproportional to each other, and the obtained result agrees with the Squire theorem for aperfect uid [Squ].Proof. In this case it is expedient to consider periodic ows of not necessarily 2�-periodicity (e.g., we can assume the periods of '1 and '2 to be 2�X1 and 2�X2, respec-tively). The only alteration to be introduced in the formulas of Section 5.C is that nowthe wave vector m runs not through the lattice of integral points but through the latticef(m1=X1;m2=X2)g.Under these assumptions, the expansion of the vortex �eld w in terms of the unit vectorsem; en; and ez is of the form w = �v0nem + v0men. The matrices of the operator curl in thecoordinates Bm; Cm; and of the operator corresponding to the Poisson bracket containingw are, respectively,ijmj� 0 � Id+jmj�2 @2zId 0 � and �� ijmjv0n v00m0 ijmjv0n� ;where Id is the identity transformation. Hence, in our coordinates the linearized Eulerequation (5.1) decomposes into the systems of equations corresponding to variousm. Aftersome calculation, we obtain for m 6= 0 the triangular system(5:6) ( _Bm = �ijmjvm + v00mijmj (id � jmj�2 @2z )�1�Bm;_Cm = ijmjvmCm + v0n(id� jmj�2 @2z )�1Bm;and for m = 0, we have the system A0 = B0 = C0 = 0. The �rst equation containsthe B-component only. If the B-component does not have exponential instability, neitherdoes the C-component (this is implied by the nonhomogeneous linear equation obtainedfor Cm). Finally, note that the equation for Bm contains only the longitudinal velocitycomponent vm. �The Jordan form of system (5.6) indicates that in three-dimensional incompressibleows, unlike the two-dimensional ones, the linear increase of vortex perturbations withtime is typical, even in the absence of exponential instability. Notice also that Equation(5.6) is the same as that derived in the analysis of the two-dimensional ow of a perfect uid



110 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSwhose velocity pro�le is the component vm(z) of the velocity vector of a three-dimensionalow in the direction of the wave vector m.5.E. Steady ows with exponential stretching of particles. In this section wewill de�ne a steady ow of an incompressible uid for which the velocity �eld is Beltrami,i.e., it is proportional to its own vorticity, and the �eld does not have a family of invariantsurfaces, as mentioned in Section 5.B. This simple example plays a key role in many otherconstructions of ideal hydrodynamics and of dynamo theory discussed in the sequel (see,e.g., Section V.4).Imagine an ideal uid �lling a three-dimensional compact manifold M constructed inthe following way. First consider the Euclidean three-dimensional space with coordinatesx; y; z and de�ne the following three di�eomorphisms of the space:T1(x; y; z) =(x + 1; y; z); T2(x; y; z) = (x; y + 1; z);T3(x; y; z) = (2x + y; x + y; z + 1):Each of these transformations maps the integer lattice in the space x; y; z into itself. Iden-tify all points of xyz-space that can be obtained from each other by the successive ap-plication of Ti and T�1i (in any order). The resulting compact analytic manifold M maybe thought of as the product of a two-dimensional torus f(x; y) mod 1g by the segment0 � z � 1, whose end-tori are identi�ed by means of the formula (x; y; 0) � (2x+y; x+y; 1).To equip the manifold M with a Riemannian metric, we de�ne a metric in xyz-spaceinvariant with respect to all Ti. We �rst examine the linear transformation of the xy-planegiven by the matrix A (\cat map," Fig.19):A = � 2 11 1� ; i.e., A� xy� = � 2x + yx + y� :The operatorA has the eigenvalues �1;2 = (3�p5)=2. Note that �1 > 1 > �2 > 0; �1��2 =1, and the eigendirections are orthogonal to each other. Let (p; q) be a Cartesian systemof coordinates in the xy-plane with the axes p and q directed along the eigenvectors withthe eigenvalues �1 > 1 and �2 < 1, respectively.Set the metric to be(5:7) d`2 = e�2�zdp2 + e2�zdq2 + dz2 ; where � = ln�1:The metric d`2 is invariant with respect to the transformations Ti, and therefore it de�nesan analytic Riemannian structure on the three-dimensional compact manifold M .
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Figure 19. The cat map A of the torus onto itself.Now consider the vector �eld grad z = @=@z in xyz-space. Since it is invariant withrespect to the transformations Ti, it descends to a vector �eld v on the Riemannian man-ifold M . The �eld v is harmonic on M : div v = 0; curl v = 0. Hence, v can be taken asthe velocity �eld of a stationary potential ow of an ideal uid. Every particle of the uidmoving along that �eld is stretched exponentially in the q-direction, and it is squeezed inthe p-direction, as implied by formula (5.7).5.F. Analysis of the linearized Euler equation. The Euler equation (5.1), lin-earized at v, is equivalent to the shortened equation (5.2), since the ow under considera-tion is potential. The simple geometry of the ow v allows one to solve the latter equationby using formula (5.3). It is convenient to express the solution in the following form.Consider the vector �elds ep = e�z @@p ; eq = e��z @@q ; ez = @@zin pqz-space. These �elds are invariant with respect to all transformations Ti, and hence,they can be regarded as vector �elds on the manifoldM . The directions of the �elds ep; eq;and ez are invariant with respect to the phase ow gt of the �eld ez (in coordinate formgt(p; q; z) := (p; q; z + t)), while the �elds themselves are transformed as follows:gt�ep = e��tep; gt�eq = e�teq; gt�ez = ez(this explains the names of the stretching direction eq, the compressing direction ep, andthe neutral direction ez). Every vector �eld u onM can be decomposed in these directions,u = upep + uqeq + uzez;



112 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSwhere up; uq; and uz are functions on the manifold M .Formula (5.3) applied to the stationary ow v = ez has the form(5:8) sp(t) = e��tU tsp(0); sq(t) = e�tU tsq(0); sz(t) = U tsz(0);where U t is a linear operator acting on functions on the manifold M by the formula(U tf)(a) = f(g�ta) for any point a 2 M . Note that the operator U t is unitary, since theow gt preserves the volume element.Formulas (5.8) provide rather complete answers to all kinds of questions on the growthof perturbations of the steady ow v. First, they show that the q-component of any vortexperturbation exponentially increases with time, while the p-component decays exponen-tially.Further, the spectrum of the operator U t can be easily analyzed by the Fourier seriesexpansion in terms of (x; y) with �xed z, and for functions independent of x and y by suchexpansion in terms of z. This spectrum has a countably multiple continuous (Lebesgue)component along the unit circle in C , and also a discrete set of eigenvalues correspondingto the eigenfunctions 'k(z) = e2�ikz (k are integers). This implies that the Euler equation(5.1) linearized at the stationary ow v = ez has a countable set of the (unstable) eigen-values � � 2�ik, related to the countable set of increasing perturbations of the vorticitys = 'k(z)eq (k = �1;�2; : : : ).The di�culty of predicting solutions of the linearized Euler equation (5.1) for owswith the exponential stretching of particles is also indicated by formulas (5.8): To �ndan approximate solution, it is necessary to know, with considerable precision, a numberof high-order harmonics of the initial perturbation s(0), which rapidly increase with t.Formulas (5.8) and (5.4) show that the exponential particle stretching increases drasticallythe di�culty of predicting the perturbation growth, as compared to the ows de�ned by the\generic" stationary solutions of the Euler equation with the linear stretching of particles(see Sections 5.B-5.D).Phenomena similar to those outlined in this example are also encountered in other owswith exponentially stretched particles, e.g., in the ABC owsvx = A sin z + C cos y; vy = B sinx+A cos z; vz = C siny +B cosx(see Sections II.1.A, V.4.B, and [Hen, Dom] for a study of symmetries and results ofcomputer simulations) or in the geodesic ows on surfaces of negative curvature (see SectionV.4.D).



x5. LINEAR AND EXPONENTIAL STRETCHING OF PARTICLES 1135.G. Inconclusiveness of the stability test for space steady ows. In Section 4.Awe gave a su�cient condition for stability of planar uid ows. Unlike the two-dimensionalcase, the second variation of the kinetic energy of a stationary ow among isovorticed �eldsis never sign de�nite in higher dimensions. It implies that the su�cient stability criterion,based on the second variation, is inconclusive (see Remark 3.7): Quadratic Hamiltoniansof a saddle type can govern both stable and unstable ows. This study is based on theconsideration of rapidly oscillating perturbations of the steady ow.Theorem 5.5. Let M be a three-dimensional closed manifold and v be a steady Eulerow. If curl v is not identically zero, then the spectrum of the quadratic form �2E (i.e., ofthe corresponding self-adjoint operator) on the tangent space to the coadjoint orbit of v isneither bounded from below nor from above.Remark 5.6. This theorem, along with its higher-dimensional version formulated be-low, has been proved in [S-V]. Inde�niteness of the second variation d2E for the 3D casewas earlier established in [Rou1] (and hinted at already in [Arn4]; see also [A-H], where theconsideration was put forward for a generic equilibrium in the 3D case). The main ideaunderlying all the proofs is that the form �2E is a sum of two terms, one of which is alwayspositive, but of smaller order than the other. Picking the rapidly oscillating variation �,one can explicitly compute the asymptotic expression for �2E and thus obtain an arbitrarysign for the second variation in the direction �.The unboundedness of the spectrum of the second variation holds for the higher-dimensional generalization of the Euler equation as de�ned in Section I.7. Namely, letM be an n-dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold (n � 3) endowed with a volumeform �, and v[ the one-form on M obtained from a �-divergence-free vector �eld v bymeans of the identi�cation v[(w) = (v; w) determined by the Riemannian metric ( ; ).The kinetic energy is given by E(v) = 12hv; vi = 12 RM (v; v) �.Theorem 5.50 [S-V]. Let u be a smooth steady solution of the Euler equation inM . Thesecond variation �2E of the energy among the isovorticed vector �elds is identically zero,whereas v[ is locally \potential" in the sense that d(v[) � 0. Otherwise, the spectrum of theself-adjoint operator corresponding to the quadratic form �2E on the space of isovorticed�elds is neither bounded from below nor from above.Remark 5.7. Actually, the Euler equation is de�ned on cosets of 1-forms onM : [v[] 2
1(M)=d
0(M) (see Chapter I). There are as many cosets furnishing the condition d[v[] =0 as elements in H1(M), i.e., a �nite-dimensional space. Hence, among all stationary owson the manifold M , there are exactly b1(M) := dimH1(M) linearly independent ones for



114 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSwhich the second variation of the kinetic energy is zero. For all other steady ows thisvariation is inde�nite.Lemma 5.8. The second variation of the energy E(v) = 12 hv; vi = 12hv[; v[i on the(image in the Lie algebra of the coadjoint) orbit of the \isovorticed �elds" is given by thequadratic form(5:9) �2E(�) = 12 hi�dv[ + dp; i�dv[ + dpi+ 12 hi�dv[ + dp;L�(v[)i;where the function p is chosen to make the 1-form i�dv[+dp correspond to a divergence-free�eld after the Riemannian identi�cation.Proof of Lemma is a straightforward application of formula (3.2) to the coadjointoperator B(v; �) = i�d(v[) + dp. All �elds are supposed to be square-integrable. Theformal tangent space to the coadjoint orbit of the 1-form v[ is the image of the operatorB. �For a three-dimensional manifold M , this formula reads as�2E(�) = 12 h(r� v)� � +rp; (r� v) � � +rpi+ 12 h (r� v)� � +rp; r� (� � v)i:The operator B(v; �) in this case becomes B(v; �) = (r� v)� � +rp, where the pressurefunction p is chosen to make the vector �eld (r� v) � � +rp divergence free.Proof of Theorem 5.50. Certainly, dv[ � 0 implies dp = 0, and hence, �2E(�) � 0.Assume now that the 2-form dv[ and the vector �eld v are both nonzero at a pointx0 2 M . Fix some function '(x) for which (v; r') and d' ^ dv[ are both nonzero in aneighborhood U of x0. Pick smooth vector �elds aR and aI that are orthogonal to r'everywhere, vanish outside U , and obey the inequalities du[(aR; aI) � 0 everywhere, anddu[(aR; aI ) > 0 in a smaller neighborhood U 0 � U . Finally, de�ne a complex vector �elda = aR +p�1 aI (where we use the notation p�1 for the imaginary unit to distinguishit from the operator iv).Our goal is to construct deformations �" (uniformly bounded in ") for which �2E(�") isarbitrarily large positive or negative. Note that it is enough to choose �" to be a complexvector, if we extend the operator �2E, as well as the Hermitian inner product, to thecomplexi�cation of the space of vector �elds on the manifold M . Indeed, consider theHermitian inner product h ; iC , linear in the �rst argument and antilinear in the second,that extends the real inner product h ; i on the vector �elds. Then boundedness of the



x5. LINEAR AND EXPONENTIAL STRETCHING OF PARTICLES 115spectrum of �2E implies that the real part of the value h(�2E)�"; �"iC is bounded bothfrom below and from above whenever �" belongs to some �xed ball in the Hilbert space ofsquare-integrable complex vector �elds.To construct such deformations �", consider for simplicity the case where � is the Rie-mannian volume form on the manifold. Then a one-form u[ corresponds to a divergence-freevector �eld u if and only if d�(u[) � 0 (where the operator d� : 
k(M; C ) ! 
k�1(M; C )is dual to the exterior derivative operator d : 
k(M; C ) ! 
k+1(M; C ) by means of theidenti�cation of 
k(Mn; C ) and 
n�k(Mn; C ) provided by the metric).De�ne the rapidly oscillating vector �elds �" as the following O(")-correction of the �elda � exp(p�1'=") to make it divergence free: �" is dual to the 1-form�[" = "p�1 d��d' ^ a[kd'k2 exp(p�1'=")� = a[ exp(p�1'=") +O("):Then the leading term of �2E(�") in the "-expansion as "! 0 is�2E(�") = 12" hi�"du[ + dp;p�1(u;r') a[ exp(p�1'=")iC +O(1)= �p�12" ZM (u;r') du[(a; �a) � +O(1) = �1" ZM (u;r') du[(aR; aI) � +O(1);where h ; iC is the Hermitian inner product, extending the real inner product h ; i.By assumption, the inner product (u;r') is nonzero on U , while du[(aR; aI) is positivein U 0 and nonnegative otherwise. Hence the integral is nonzero. Therefore, we can make thereal part of �2E(�") arbitrarily large positive or negative by choosing " to be of appropriatesign and su�ciently close to zero. Thus, �2E is not a sign-de�nite form, and it has aspectrum unbounded in both directions. �Remark 5.9 [S-V]. For a manifold with boundary the same conclusion holds. Onecan take �" vanishing near the boundary and obtain arbitrarily large negative or positivevalues of �2E(�"). The domain of the corresponding self-adjoint operator �2E contains allsmooth divergence-free vector �elds with compact support in the interior of M .Remark 5.10. One can argue that inde�niteness of the second variation is indicativeof instability (see, e.g., [A-H]). Though the su�cient criterion discussed above says noth-ing in this case, other methods can be applied to certain ows (see [Vla2] for the directLyapunov method and [FGV, FV1] for an instability criterion valid for some particularthree-dimensional ows).For instance, a uid possessing surface tension and �lling an upside-down cylindricalglass (with any cross section) is shown to be unstable [VlB, Vla2]. To the best of our



116 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSknowledge, there is no proof of (actual nonlinear) instability if the shape of the containeris not cylindrical.The situation changes slightly for the system of MHD equations. In contrast with thepurely hydrodynamical setting, it is possible to obtain three-dimensional examples of MHDequilibria for which the second variation of the total energy is de�nite [FV2]. The classof ows whose stability may be determined by the su�cient criterion discussed in thisand preceding sections is very restricted. In particular, the second variation of energyturns out to be inde�nite for the ows having a point where the vectors of the velocity vand of the vorticity curl v are nonzero and nonparallel to the vector of the magnetic �eldB. The same statement holds for �elds with parallel magnetic and velocity �elds if themagnetic �eld is weak enough: kvk > kBk at some point [FV2]. Other applications ofthe stability analysis to MHD can be found in [VlM, VMI]. Stability of steady two- andthree-dimensional ows of an ideal uid with a free boundary was studied in [SYu]; for thestability analysis of strati�ed ideal, barotropic, and other uids see [Dik, A-H, HMRW, Gri,Vla3]. We also refer to [Arn14, DoS, FV1, Lif, Shf] for various stability and asymptoticresults for perturbations of steady solutions of the Euler and Navier{Stokes equations.x6. Features of higher-dimensional steady owsThe existence of the Bernoulli function for a steady uid ow is a general phenomenonvalid for any dimension (see Section 1.A). In this section we discuss (following [GK1,2])the consequences of the presence of this extra �rst integral for steady solutions of the Eulerequation of an ideal uid in higher dimensions.6.A. Generalized Beltrami ows. Let v be an analytic divergence-free �eld of asteady ow on an odd-dimensional compact manifold M2n+1 equipped with a volumeform �.Definition 6.1. A trajectory of the �eld v is called chaotic if it is not contained inany analytic hypersurface in M2n+1.For instance, a generic trajectory of an ergodic ow is chaotic.Proposition 6.2 (=1.80, [GK2]). An analytic steady �eld v with at least one chaotictrajectory is proportional to its vorticity �; i.e., � = C � v, where C 2 R.Remark 6.3. Recall that in the odd-dimensional case the vorticity �eld is de�ned bythe relation i�� = !n, where the two-form ! = du is the di�erential of the one-form udual to the vector �eld v : u(�) = (v; �); see Chapter I. Thus, by the proposition, the�eld v with a chaotic trajectory is an \eigenvector" of the operator curl : v 7! �, even



x6. FEATURES OF HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS 117though for n > 1 this operator is nonlinear! It is natural to call such a �eld v a generalizedBeltrami ow. The theorem manifests that higher-dimensional Beltrami ows, as well asthe three-dimensional ones, have quite a complicated structure. In particular, the mixingin a steady ow might occur only if at least one chaotic trajectory exists, i.e., only forthe generalized Beltrami ows. On the contrary, a non-Beltrami steady ow is �bered bya family of hypersurfaces invariant under the ow, and therefore actual mixing for sucha ow is impossible. The proof of the theorem closely follows the argument used for thethree-dimensional case in [Arn3,4]; cf. Section 1.A.Proof. The vorticity �eld � commutes with the velocity �eld v for any steady ow (seeRemark 1.4). The �elds � and v are both tangent to the \Bernoulli surfaces," i.e., to thelevel hypersurfaces of the analytic Bernoulli function � = p+ ivu, which is de�ned by thestationary Euler equation ivdu = �d�.If the Bernoulli function � is nonconstant, then trajectories of v lie on level hypersurfacesof �, which contradicts the assumption. (Note that similar to the three-dimensional case,the nonsingular Bernoulli surfaces (d� 6= 0) have zero Euler characteristic, since the tangent�eld v has no singular points on them.) If the function � is constant, then the �elds �and v are collinear (Remark 1.6). Consider the function � := v2=�2 (or, alternatively,(�; �) = ��(v; v) ). Owing to the commutativity of � and v, the function � is invariant underthe ow of v. Therefore, the �eld v is tangent to the level surfaces of �. Since v has a chaotictrajectory, the only possibility remaining is that � � const. (Note that the Bernoullifunction � is analytic, and the function � is the ratio of two analytic functions.) Hencethe functions � and � are both constant, and the �elds � and v are locally proportional:� = C � v, where C = �1=p� = const. �Example 6.4. The Hopf vector �eld (x2;�x1; x4;�x3; : : : ; x2n+2;�x2n+1) is an ex-ample of an eigenvector �eld for the curl operator on S2n+1 � R2n+2 without chaotictrajectories. The theorem above claims that the existence of such a trajectory makes thevector �eld an \eigenvector" of curl. It would be interesting to �nd a nontrivial exampleof a higher-dimensional ABC ow and to compare its ergodic properties with those in thethree-dimensional case (see, e.g., [Hen]). In particular, one wonders if there is an analoguefor higher dimensions of the analytic nonintegrability of certain ABC ows, proved in[Zig2].6.B. Structure of four-dimensional steady ows. The main result of this sec-tion shows that the steady ows of a four-dimensional uid are very similar to integrableHamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom.



118 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSHere and below we deal with an even-dimensional orientable Riemannian manifoldM2nendowed with a volume form �. In this case, a generic steady solution v gives rise to theclosed 2-form ! = du, which is symplectic (nondegenerate) almost everywhere on M . Inparticular, it allows one to de�ne another (besides �) invariant function on the manifold:�(x) = !n=�, called the vorticity function (or \symplectic volume" element). The function� is invariant, since Lv! = 0 and Lv� = 0. This means that the vorticity function � andthe Bernoulli function � are �rst integrals of the ow of v on M .Let � = (�; �) :M ! R2 and � be the set formed by all x 2M such that either �(x) = 0or �(x) is a critical value of �. In other words, � is the union of the zero �-level � and ofthe preimage of the set of critical values of �.Theorem 6.5 [GK1,2]. Let M be a closed orientable four-dimensional manifold. Then(1) the open set U =M n � is invariant under the ow of v;(2) every connected component of U is �bered into two-dimensional tori invariant underthe ow; and(3) on each of these tori the ow lines are either all closed or all dense.Proof. The form ! is symplectic on the complement to the set � = f� = 0g. Thevector �eld v is Hamiltonian (relative to this symplectic form) with the Hamiltonian func-tion �: by de�nition iv! = �d�. Let � be the Hamiltonian vector �eld on M n� with theHamiltonian �. Observe that the Poisson bracket of the functions � and � is identicallyzero on M n �, since f�; �g = Lv� = 0. Therefore, the �elds v and � commute, and theirows together give rise to an R2-action on M n �. The map � is, in fact, the momentummapping for this action. The map � is invariant with respect to the action, and the orbitscoincide with the connected components of �-levels. The projection � jU : U ! �(U) isa proper submersion, since de�ning U we have excluded from M all critical points of �.Hence each orbit in U is a smooth closed surface, and so it is either a torus or a Kleinbottle. Furthermore, this surface is cooriented by d� ^ d�. As a result, we see that thesurface is orientable, i.e., a torus. Therefore, � �bers every connected component of U intotori.On each orbit, the ow of � acts transitively on integral curves of v. Moreover, the �eld� does not have zeroes on U since its Hamiltonian function � does not have critical pointsthere. Thus the integral curves of v, on which � acts, are either all closed or all dense oneach torus. �Note that for a \generic" pair of � and � the set U is open and dense in M . Thus thetheorem gives an almost complete description of the ow of v.



x6. FEATURES OF HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS 119The real-analytic version of the latter theorem for a manifold without boundary nowlooks as follows.Theorem 6.6 [GK2]. Let M be as in the theorem above. Assume, in addition, that allthe data (i.e., M , �, and the metric), as well as !, are real-analytic, and d� ^ d� 6= 0somewhere on M . Then � is a semianalytic subset nowhere dense in M , and U =M n �has a �nite number of connected components. Every connected component is �bered intotwo-dimensional tori invariant under the ow. On each of these tori the ow lines areeither all closed or all dense.A version of this theorem holds for a manifold M with boundary (see [GK2] for moredetail).Remarks 6.7. A) For an arbitrary even-dimensional manifoldM2n, we can assert thatM is a union of (2n � 2)- (or less) dimensional submanifolds, such that the steady vector�eld v is tangent to them. These submanifolds are obtained as intersections of the levels� = const and � = const and have zero Euler characteristic.B) For an arbitrary odd-dimensional M2n+1, instead of the function � = !n=� (andof the covector �eld d�), we de�ne the vorticity vector �eld � by i�� = !n. The �elds �and v commute and thus give rise to an R2-action on M2n+1. So in this case a steadyow gives rise to a foliation of dimension 2, unlike the foliation of codimension 2 in theeven-dimensional case.6.C. Topology of the vorticity function. Let ! be the two-form associated to astationary divergence-free solution v on M2n (i.e., ! = du, where u is the di�erential 1-form u(�) = (v; �) de�ned by the Riemannian metric ( ; ) on M). In this section, we studythe topology of the vorticity function � = !n=� of the steady ow v. We describe somespecial features of such � that the pair (�; !) (under a mild condition) does not admit \toomany symmetries."Let g be the Lie algebra of all divergence-free vector �elds on M . Steady ows arecritical points of the energy on the coadjoint orbit O � g� that consists of the 2-formsassociated to the �elds on M isovorticed with v. It is clear that topological invariants of�, such as the number of its critical points and their indices, depend only on the orbit O.This simple observation will enable us to �nd orbits with no stationary solutions at all (seeSection 6.D).Definition 6.8. A function f on a compact symplectic manifold (P;!) does not admitextra symmetries if an arbitrary function g satisfying ff; gg = 0 is constant on connected



120 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWScomponents of the level sets of f (i.e., ff; gg = 0 implies that the di�erential dg is propor-tional to df with coe�cient depending on the point on P ).Remark 6.9. On a two-dimensional symplectic manifold no functions admit extra sym-metries. Conjecturally, a generic function on a compact symplectic manifold of any dimen-sion does not admit extra symmetries. It is true for dimM = 4 (cf. [MMe]). The questionturns out to be closely related to some subtle problems in Hamiltonian dynamics. Thegeneral conjecture can be regarded as a Hamiltonian version of the following problem ofgeneric nonintegrability.Remark 6.10: Digression on nonintegrability. From the time of Poincar�e oneusually has used the term \a nonintegrable dynamical system" in the sense of \a dynam-ical system having no analytic �rst integrals." However, there exists a number of otherpossibilities. For instance,(1) the absence of invariant hypersurfaces (or of principal ideals),(2) the absence of invariant closed 1-forms (or of multivalued �rst integrals),(3) the absence of invariant distributions of tangent subspaces (or of invariant Pfa�modules), and(4) the absence of invariant foliations (or of invariant completely integrable Pfa� sys-tems).Consider a dynamical system with discrete time (a di�eomorphism of a compact man-ifold) and an object of one of the above types (a function, an ideal, a closed 1-form,etc.) The images of this object under the iterations of the di�eomorphism may form a�nite set (if they are repeated periodically) or an in�nite sequence and may generate a�nite-dimensional or in�nite-dimensional space. These properties reect the \degree ofchaoticity" of the dynamical system.Problem 6.11. Do the nonintegrable systems (in the sense of each of the four de�ni-tions above) form an open set in the space of dynamical systems on manifolds of su�cientlyhigh dimension? Conjecturally, this is the case in the space of Hamiltonian systems nearan elliptic equilibrium point.Even speci�c examples of systems that are nonintegrable in the strong sense ((1),(2),(3),or (4)) would be interesting. The following example of chaotic behavior is due to Kozlovsky[Koz1]. Consider a germ of an analytic mappingz 7! ei�z + z2of the complex line z 2 C to itself in a neighborhood of the (elliptic) �xed point 0. Letan irrational � be unusually well approximated by rational numbers. Then there are



x6. FEATURES OF HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS 121in�nitely many periodic trajectories in any neighborhood of the origin. Such mappings arenonintegrable in the sense of (1){(4).One more extension of the integrability property has been suggested by Yudovich [Yu2].He introduced the notion of cosymmetry of a vector �eld. A cosymmetry is a �eld ofhyperplanes in the tangent spaces containing the given vector �eld (one might call themnonholonomic constraints). This �eld of hyperplanes is allowed to degenerate at somepoints of the manifold, and it is de�ned by a 1-form (possibly with zeroes) annihilated atevery point by the given vector �eld.Every nonzero vector �eld has locally some trivial cosymmetries. The existence of aglobal cosymmetry implies some restrictions on the topological properties of the �eld.Example: If a �eld with an equilibrium has a nontrivial cosymmetry, then the equilibriumis nonisolated (and generically belongs to a curve of equilibria). If a vector �eld admits twocosymmetries, it generically has a surface of equilibria, etc. This phenomenon is describedby a \cosymmetric version" of the implicit function theorem [Yu2]. Furthermore, fordynamical systems with cosymmetries one observes generic bifurcations of an equilibriumpoint into a family of those points (the phenomenon of in�nite codimension among alldynamical systems).Yudovich has discovered nontrivial cosymmetries in some physical problems of hydro-dynamical origin (uid convection in porous media) and of Newtonian mechanics. Forinstance, if a vector �eld has a �rst integral �, then the di�erential d� is a (holonomic)cosymmetry. (Example: For Newton's second law �x = F (x) with a potential force F (x),the sum of the kinetic and potential energy is the �rst integral of the equation.) Thenotion of cosymmetry provides a natural framework for the validity of the result of theNoether theorem on the existence of momentum-like �rst integrals for the Newton equation�x = F (x) with a nonpotential force F (x) [Yu2]. The nonholonomic cosymmetries of thisequation ensure (generically) the existence of continuous families of equilibria even for thisclassical situation.Returning to steady uid ows in even dimensions, we need the followingDefinition 6.12. A coadjoint orbit O � g� does not admit extra symmetries if forany (or, equivalently, for some) 2-form ! 2 O the corresponding vorticity function � doesnot admit extra symmetries on ��1([a; b]) for any pair of its regular values 0 < a < b ora < b < 0. (Note that the form ! is symplectic precisely on the complement to the zerolevel of � = !n=�.)De�nitions 6.8 and 6.12 are consistent: A function f on a compact symplectic manifolddoes not admit extra symmetries if and only if its restriction to the preimage of any segment



122 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSwith regular endpoints does not admit them.Definitions 6.13. A function on a compact manifold is a Morse function if all itscritical points are nondegenerate, i.e., the Hessian matrix of the second derivatives of thefunction is nondegenerate at every critical point. The number of negative eigenvalues ofthe Hessian matrix is called the Morse index of the critical point.An orbit O � g� has Morse type if for any (or, equivalently, for some) ! 2 O thefunction � is a Morse function on M constant on every connected component of @M . Theorbit is called positive if �(x) is positive for all x 2M n @M .Theorem 6.14 [GK2]. Let dimM = 2n � 4 and O be a Morse-type orbit without extrasymmetries. Assume that O contains a steady solution. Then, for every ! 2 O all thecritical points of the vorticity function � have indices either no less than n or no greaterthan n on every connected component of M n f� = 0g.Example 6.15. If O is as above and � > 0 on M n @M , then � cannot have both alocal maximum (index 2n) and a local minimum (index 0) on M n @M .Proof of Theorem. For simplicity assume that O is a positive orbit, i.e., � > 0on M . Only a minor modi�cation is required to prove the general case. Let ! 2 O bea stationary solution (Lv! = 0) and � the corresponding Bernoulli function such thatd� = �iv!.Since � = !n=� does not admit extra symmetries and f�; �g = 0, the function � mustbe constant on the connected components of �-levels.Lemma 6.16. The functions � and � have the same critical points. In particular, thecritical points of � are isolated.Proof of Lemma. Since � does not admit extra symmetries, d�(x) = 0 implies thatd�(x) = 0. The rest of the critical set of � may only be the union of some connectedcomponents of �-levels. For a vector �eld v and the Riemannian dual 1-form u(�) = (v; �)one has u(v) = (v; v) � 0.Consider the vector �eld � on M de�ned by the formula i�! = u. The �eld � isexpanding for the 2-form ! = du: L�! = !. Furthermore, the �eld � is gradient-like forthe Bernoulli function �:L�� = i�d� = �i�iv! = ivu = u(v) � 0:Moreover,(6:1) L�� = 0, u(v) = 0, u = 0:



x6. FEATURES OF HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS 123If the critical set of � contains a connected component � of a �-level, then L�x� = 0for all x 2 �, and as a consequence of (6.1), uj� = 0. Hence, !j� = duj� = 0. Thisis impossible, because � is a hypersurface in the symplectic manifold (M;!) and 2n =dimM � 4. The lemma is proved. �Now observe that all zeroes of the vector �eld � are nondegenerate, as follows fromL�! = !. Therefore, the �eld � has smooth complementary dilating and contractingmanifolds in a neighborhood of each of its stagnation points. Moreover, the dimensionof the dilating manifold for each point must be at least n. Indeed, the restriction of thesymplectic form ! to the contracting manifold of � must be zero by virtue of the expandingproperty of �, and hence all the contracting manifolds have dimension at most n.Now we are ready to complete the proof of the theorem. The �eld � is gradient-like forthe function �. Therefore, � is either gradient- or antigradient-like for � on the whole ofM , since the �- and �-levels coincide in a neighborhood of every critical point and � is aMorse function. Thus, at all critical points of the vorticity function � the dimensions of allits dilating or of all its contracting manifolds are simultaneously bounded by n from below.This gives the desired inequality for the Morse indices of the �-critical points. �One may prove that all the critical points of � are nondegenerate except, possibly, forits maxima and minima.Theorem 6.17 [GK2]. Let M be di�eomorphic to the two-dimensional disk B2. If aMorse-type orbit O � g� contains a stationary solution, then for any ! 2 O the vortic-ity function � cannot simultaneously have a local maximum and a local minimum in M ,provided that � > 0 on M n @M .Note that since dimM = 2, the orbitO does not automatically admit extra symmetries.The proof below is a formalization of the following argument, which is evident from aphysical viewpoint. Minima and maxima of the vorticity function correspond to rotationsof the uid in opposite directions. On the other hand, the positivity of � prescribes apriori a counterclockwise drift.Proof. First, recall that � cannot have maxima. Indeed, in a neighborhood of amaximum the gradient-like (for �) �eld � would shrink the area, which contradicts theequation L�! = !. Let � be the critical set of �. Observe that since � is constant on @M ,the set � either contains the boundary @M or does not meet it. We claim that M n � isconnected. To prove this, assume the contrary. Then there exists an open set U �M n �such that @U � �. The set U is invariant under the ow of �, since d� (and thus �)



124 II. TOPOLOGY OF STEADY FLUID FLOWSvanishes on �. On the other hand, as above, the existence of such a set U contradicts thearea expansion.Observe that the �eld � is gradient-like for � in a neighborhood of every local minimumof �: Indeed, every local minimum of � is a local minimum of �, and the �eld � is gradient-like for �. Meanwhile, near a local maximum of �, the �eld � must be antigradient-like for�. Switching from being gradient-like to antigradient-like (and vica versa) may occur onlyon �. But � does not divide M . Hence � is either gradient-like or antigradient-like on allof M . The theorem follows. �6.D. Nonexistence of smooth steady ows and sharpness of the restric-tions. Applying Theorems 6.14 and 6.17, one can easily �nd a coadjoint orbit that doesnot contain a steady solution.The case of a two-dimensionalM is particularly simple. Consider a diskM = B2 � R2x;ywith � = dx ^ dy and ! = � � �, where � is a positive Morse function on B such that�j@B = const. Assume also that � has both a local maximum and a local minimum in theinterior of B (see, e.g., Fig.20).
max

min

max

minFigure 20. Level curves and a pro�le of the vorticity function havingno smooth steady ow.Corollary 6.18 (of Theorem 6.17). There is no smooth steady solution on B2whose vorticity function is obtained from the function � by an area-preserving di�eomor-phism.Note that a \generalized steady solution" with a discontinuous vorticity function maystill exist and be of certain interest for applications [Mof4].



x6. FEATURES OF HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL STEADY FLOWS 125Remark 6.19 [GK2]. It turns out that Theorems 6.8 and 6.10 are almost sharp as longas we are not concerned about the metric. Namely, there is no general restriction on thetopology of the vorticity function except that given by the theorems.In the two-dimensional case one can consider, for example, a positive smooth subhar-monic function � on C � R2, constant on the unit circle. Then on the unit disk B2 thereexists a metric (�; �) and an area form � such that � is the vorticity function of a steadysolution. In particular, the vorticity function may have saddle critical points, at least forsome metrics and volume forms.A higher-dimensional version of Corollary 6.18 follows from Theorem 6.14. Let O � g�be a Morse-type orbit that is positive (i.e., � > 0) and has no extra symmetries.Corollary 6.20 (of Theorem 6.14). Assume that for some ! 2 O the vorticityfunction � has a critical point of index k1 < n and a critical point of index k2 > n, where2n = dimM . Then the coadjoint orbit O contains no steady solutions. �Corollary 6.21. Assume that Hk1 (M;R) 6= 0 and Hk2(M;R) 6= 0 for some k1 < nand k2 > n. Then the coadjoint orbit O contains no steady solutions.Proof is the application of the Morse inequalities. �Now the sharpness result reads as follows.Theorem 6.22 [GK2]. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary, dimM = 2n � 6,and � a smooth positive function on M such that f is constant on connected componentsof @M and all the critical points of � have indices no greater than n. Assume, in addition,that M admits an almost complex structure. Then there exist a metric and a volume formon M such that � is the vorticity function of a steady solution.The proof uses the result of Ya. Eliashberg [El2] that the manifoldM admits a complexstructure such that the closed 2-form ! = �2 Im @ �@� is a symplectic form on M .Various connections between the steady solutions and complex structures, as well asfurther details and other subtle restrictions on the pairs (!; �) imposed by the existenceof a steady solution, are discussed in [GK2].


